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December 10, 1959

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Wiener:

[t gives me much pleasure to inform you that our National Honor

Awards Committee, at a meeting just concluded, has unanimously
expressed its desire to confer upon you our Society's ASTE RESEARCH
MEDAL, instituted to honor men ''for significant published research
leading to a better understanding of materials, facilities, principles, and
operations, and their application to better manufacturing".

It is Society policy to consider such action subsequent to an elected
recipient's written acceptance of the stated Award, and that he will be able
to accept the Award in person. I will appreciate your kindness in writing
me that you do accept the Research Medal, and that you will be able to
receive it personally.

The Awards are to be presented during our 28th Annual Meeting,
Detroit, Michigan, April 21-28, 1960 at the National Honor Awards
Dinner. Included in attendance will be an official delegation from each of
161 Chapters in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Australia,

[ await the kindness of your early reply.

Cordially.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL ENGINEERS

Wayne Ewing
President
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Electrical
Manufacturing

A CONOVER-MAST PUBLICATION « 205 EAST 42ND STREET. NEW YORK 17. N.Y.

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technelogy
Cambridge, Massachusetts December 10, 1959

Dear Pro Wiener:

fou have undoubtedly received your December 1959 issue of ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING by now, Nevertheless, I am sending you the tearsheets
of our review of The Tempter for your files, At the same time, I
am sending a copy to your publisher,

Since my last visit with you, I have looked into some back issues
of engineering magazines to find out more about your "model" for
Woodbury, He is fascinating} What a marvellous story=and how
shocking a pievbure of our civilization} We all know how often
genius was not recognized in his own lifetime = that has probably
gone on since the beginning of history, since genius is, by definition,
ahead of his time, Or perhaps, only genius is ready to understand
his time = and those who admire genius, But, I believe, before the
advent of mass communications media, popular heroes, at least, had
to do something to build up their own legend, Now, it seems, they
must be photogenic to the extend of personifying the type the "mass
communicators” have created in the public mind, And singers no
longer have to be able to sing (even the squeak of a mouse can fill
Sarnegie Hall these days) actor nc longer have to be able to act,
writers need no longer be able to write, and - even scientists can
be "faked! +...

I am working - in fy spare time - on a novel about four men, each
of whom has invented, or created, something which was not recognized,
nly years later somebody else put the same ideas into practise = at
least he was given credit for it = and I am trying to show what the
reaction of these four people is, Each of them feels differently,
one shrugs his shoulders, he has gone on te new thoughts, the rewards
of society do not interest him; the second, also having gone on to
new ideas = which are too advanced for the present = ls genuinely
happy that somebody finally put his ideas into practise; the third
is bitter, and although he is given belated recognition, he has
long ago become a cynical man = in his bitterness he has not been
able to fulfill any of the promises of his early evidence of brilliance,
and society is the poorer for having lost what he might have given,
The fourth cannot be found, All this waste!

I didn't really mean to take your time with my problems = this book
is that, I did want to ask, whether I would be very presumotious
to want to write about Heaviside, I cannot get him out of my mind
although I know only very vaguely just how I want to write it = a
biography? a novel? I would appreciate your advice so very much,

rs PL
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JOHN SIMON GUGGENHEIM MEMORIAL FOUNDATION

551 FIFTH AVENUE « NEW YORK 17 « N.Y.

December 13, 1962

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technabgy
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

We have just received a
request from Miss Alice Mary Hilton asking
that we make reference to you in the matter
of her application for a Guggenheim Fellowship.
This note is to say that we shall be delighted
to get your opinion of her ability and promise
-- confidentially, as always.

Sincerely yours,

~, ; Ss An Che

James F. Mathias
Secretary
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Mr. dichard 5. Burinelbon
193} N, Hartford Street
arliineton 1. Virrinia

Dear Fr, B.rinetont

I am very much interested in the Spring Symposium on "Mathee
matical ProblemsinBiologicalSciences", At present, I don't
now whether I shell be able to make ii, but I probably shall not.
I suggest that you look at my book "Nonlinear Problems in Random
Theory" and see if some of the ideas given there may not be useful
in the study of orranizing systems. I am in &amp; great rush to get
ny corresrondence cleared up before Christmas, and so I am putting
a more detailed answer to your letter off until after the holidavs.

Cincer-”- vours,

Tenor

—n
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Er. Cratan Dulhane
Editor
SCIENCE
1515 Mass. Ave
Vashiington ©

17

Jeremb=- 1259

~~ La ya amDear Mr. DuChene

My article is at present in the hands 
have a copy of my own in which T shall out -
I should prefer to wait until after my talk 
case, vor will have it in Tour hands hy tre "

vormone. . À

sinns, but
In any

+ =» "er
ye
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December ll, 1°59

Profe Je Ce Henplar
Box 83
East Carolina College
Greenville, N.C.

Dear Frof. Henla”*

Many thanks for your kind Invitation to partirinste in a conver-
tion on Information Theory and ils Application t- - olnry, Unfortunately,
as things appear at present, I shall be abroad st the time. Woy dontt
you get in torch with Prof, “alter A. Rosenblith at M.I.T. Meanwhile all
cod wishes for ihe success of vour convention.

Sincar:

Merle on!
es

vours,

Wiener

i
ir
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CecembX moe r 1; 3 1659

Mr. Salvatore Incarbor
Viz Val Crist«llina °

Rome, Italv

Dear Mr, Incarvones

In the autumn of 1760, I shall be at the University of Naples
lecturing on various subjects in Cybernetics. Prof. Caianiello
of the University tierce will know my plans. It is very hard for
me to give you valid advice by mall and you seem to have time enough
shead of you, so why not get in touch with me in Wapies or possibly
in Rome when I come there,

Since “ours,

Tavhert Wiener

ser
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Mre Honalé A, Juvitch
Ihe Math-Physics Societr
Sir Ceorge Williams Coll
1335 Drummond Street
fontreal 25. Que

Yaron 3° &lt;
t}

 re

JECEMNDO TT - 4
pva

Many thanks for your letter of December lat. It will be some
time in 1961 before I can even think of a visit to ¥sntreal, TI shall}
pe in Europe this summer and autumn as well as part of the following
winter, However, I should be very glad to keer in touch with vou
"oncermino sossihilities in 1041.

CL ENOY

vy /emr
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Mr, Robert E, Machol
School of Electrical
Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana

Encineerin-

December ry 1650

Lear Mr. Machol:

I am grestly afraid that my schedule for the rest of this
academic year is full and that I cannot accept your kind invita
tion to give a talk atl your symposium. You must realize that 7
st111 wish to do some work in science and that these invitations
to give outside lectures have come to the point where they =cri-
ously interfere with my ability to do so, Every time that T pet
into a position to start something new, I find myself throm off
balance by the need to go away and subject myself to the strain
of lecturing cr a conference. ! Lone you will understa-d av no-
sition and excuse me.

“dincer 1-— vours,

Rev~ Yiener

NW/emr
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~emhe A.

Mr. John Nash
ithenee
6, route de Malarmon
enews Snigge

Nesvr Xie!

[+ is cood to hear from yon, Everything is roins well here
and my wife and I exnect to be in Eurone next summer and autrmn.
Perhans our naths will interscet.

F2uypai
casque

 omy a

—7
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viss Xathryn Turner
‘agner lair
The Collage of Wooste
‘ooster, Ohi

Gear “ios T ~aTurner

[ do not know of any textbook on Cybernetics which i8 written
som letely from the Student's standpoint. I am at present enrared
in the revision of my orizival book in order to briny it un to date
sut it, too, Will ba straicht theory and discussion.

For mecople who wish to go into Cybernetics, I sucrest zencrally
that a good fundamental itrainiag in Mathemalics, Physics and possibly
Physiolo~y is more important at this nolnt than à compiete concentra
tion on Syocrnetics

Ce. VOUTrSs,

„ Wiener



Frederico Carlos Igel
Rua Ouro Branco, 63
Tels. 8-9261 - 34-3689

©. Postal 4329 - 5. Paulo S.Paulo, 15, Dez, 1959

Herrn Prof.
Nerh--+ Wiener

Schr ~eahrter Herr Professor

Als Schoepfer der Cybernetik duerfte Sie meine n-ue

Art der Verstaendigung interessieren, Ich uebersende

Ihnen anbei Prospekt umd Beschreibung der

"ARMA die Weltsprache der lebendigen Zeichen",

Dieselbe wurd~ bereits praktisgh erprobt und es be-

steht kein Zweifel fuer ihre Verwendungsmoeglichkeit.

is ist sogar anzunehmen, dass, wenn mar sich mit der-

selben eine laengers Zeit befasst, man dana die Nach-

richt nicht mehr legen, sondern wie einen Filmstreifen

in sich aufnehmen wird.

Zu ~~ &gt;herer Aufklaeruag stots ber °F

'' verzueglie‘

wi rhleribe ich.

T-oHachtung



Une REVOLUTION dans l'histoire culturelle

de l'humanité

&gt; |
ARMA LoS

A ETE INVENTEE

La langue universelle des signes vivants

qui ne s'appuie sur aucune des langues naturelles ou

artificielles existantes, est appelée néanmoins à devenir

LE MOYEN DE COMPREHENSION ENTRE LES PEUPLES.

ARMA sans DICTIONNAIRE, sans GRAMMAIRE

DESCARTES exigea l'élaboration d'une

'angue artificielle qui permettrait d'écrire

l'aide d'un dictionnaire et,

Tg quelaues heure. d'é.ude

Eh bien,

ARMA y réussit

iy als dictionnaire.

C'EST CELA ARMA



Voilà comment écrivent les LANGUES

(51 MOTS POUR 50 EXPRESSIONS)

en haut, ciel, en bas, terre, univers, droite, gauche, devant, derriers,

entre, prés de, montée, descente, point fixe, debout, couché, pendu, penché.

par, part, ensemble, séparé, ouvert, couvert, conforme, égal, ‘jour, ma-

tinée, avant-midi, midi, après-midi, soirée, année, printemps, été, automne,

hiver, pendant le jour, homme, enfant, garcon, adolescent, homme de 40 ans,

vieil homme, viellard, peuple, époux, celibataire, porte, cachette.

Et voild comment écrit ARMA

(seulement 5 signes pour 50 expressions)

Un point, un trait, une courbe, une lettre et un symbole.

|] (

=

pe

] 1]

SAR) IM

On n'a pas besoin d'apprendre les signes ci-dessus.

[Il suffit de connaître les règles d'après lesquelles on les assemble.

Ce sont 20 règles naturelles et fort’ simples, dont: la connaissance

permet d'écrire et de dire toutes les expressions connues du monde.

Demandez des leçons gratuites &amp; ARMA CENTRAL

CASA SUPERCLASS - Rua 7 de Abril, 105 - 6. - SXO PAULO (Bresil)
-_—_—__—_——-#—=——



ARMA die WeltsprachederleberdigenZeichen,

ARMA hat mit den sog. Welthilfssprachen, wie Esperanto u.dgl., nur das

Ziel gemeinsam sonst ist sie gaenzlich verschieden,

ARMA hat Beziehung zur Bilder- und Sinnschrift ist aber im Wesen etwas

anderes, absolut neues :

ARMA ist cine grafische Projektion der Welt und des Weltgeschehens.

Sowie ein Haus durch einen Plan perfekt charakterisiert wird, so kann

man alle Begriffe durch einfache Zeichen auf's Papier bringen.

Jas folgende Beispiel zeigt wie dies zu verstehen ist :

Der Satz " ich nehme (das) Geld von ihm" wird folgendermassen"projeziert"

1 #)3

1 =dch, § = Geld, ) = von, nehmen von, 3 = er (ihm)

Man kann den Satz auch von rueckwaerts lesen, ohne dass er den Sinn

veraendert: "Er gibt Geld mir" .

"Won" und "An" sind relative Woerter, sowie'links"und"rechts"

1 ) bedeutet "ich nehme'; von rueckwaerts gelesen '" an mich"

L ( bedeutet ‘ich lasse (gebe)"; ven rueckwaerts gelesen " von mir 11

ARMA beruht auf cinem neuen Gesetz der Symbolisierung, welches lautet:

Um ein Gebiet zu symbolisieren genuegt es die Gr un d begriffe dieses

Jebietes und ihre Beziehungen untereinander zu symbolisieren, Alle anderen

Begriffe ergeben sich dann zwangslaeufig; d.h es gibt dann fuer jeden

Begriff eine fixe, minimale Kombination der Grundbegriffe, die man nicht

srfinden muss, sondern nur zu suchen braucht .

Ja ARMA die Grundbegriffe der Welt und ihr Beziehungen fixiert hat, kann

man mit ihr alle Begriffe jeder Sprache schreiben; sie ist deshalb die

imfangreichste Sprache bei geringster Anzahl von Woertern .

ARMA ist kuerzer, natuerlicher und einfacher als die Lautschrift.

Das folgende Beispiel ( und es gibt noch viele solche) ist besonders

charakteristisch :

Der Satz: " Die Strasse ist fuer uns ebenso gefaehrlich wie das Bombardement!,

1%1wird in ARMA wie folgt geschrieben: — — e €



srklaerung: __ Weg, — — Strasse, e ist, &amp;— gefaehrlich fuer mich(uns),

gleich, W Massaker, Angriff von oben, Ir Feuer ,

ARMA ist fuer alle Voelker gleich gut geeignet, im Gegensatz zu den

Welthilfssprachen die alle nur "Occidentale" sind,

ARMA hat keine Gramatik und kein Woerterbuch. Sie lehrt nur die Art wie

jeder sich die Woerter selbst bilden kannn. Somit ergibt sich das

Eigenartige, das derjenige, der die Regeln der ARMA beherrscht Woerter

schreiben kann, die er niemals gelernt hat.

Die wenigen Regeln der ARMA sind einfach und sofort zu verstehen; man lernt

sie in etwa 3 Stunden. Danach braucht man nur noch Uebung.

ARMA lernt man nicht succesive wie eine Sprache, so dass die vollkommene

Beherrschung der Sprache ein I deal bleibt. ARMA lernt man wie das

Multiplizieren auf einmal, Wer die Methode des Multiplizierens versteht

kann alle denkbaren Multiplikationen ausfuehren, Wer die Regeln der ARMA

beherrscht kann alle Begriffe schreiben und lesen.

Das Wort "ARMA" stammt von "Ars Magna" einem Werk von Raimundus Lullus

aus dem l13.Jahrhundert. Er war der Erste, der Grundbegriffe auf-

stellte um damit , auf mechanischem Wege noue Begriffe zu entdecken

Von einem Dr. der Philosophie wurde ich darauf aufmerksam gemacht, dassP &gt;

‘'e entsovricht



Pre. Nerbert Wiener

Mass, Institute of Lechnolegy
Besten.

Masg.

Mgntreal,december 15,1959

“aar Prefessor:

1 have the wleasure to tell you that I have found the

exact value ef N ;

I have made what nebedy ceuld make and I want you te se

the judge of my werk.

Mathematicians were in errer,Sir.

The value ofM is a rational ene,

4111 you have the time te see my werk

Very truly yeurs

J 3
X you

-

(
4e

5484 Jeanne Mance
Montreal

que bec.
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16y' &lt;°x'= 64C0 i 6400-@x
y - 16

6400_— @x'- Ir
qe 75

12800 - 16x' =45

64x' = 12200

f 12800 - 44
x Tu = 200

y'z 200 x 2 =300

I6y'+4.2-" = I6 3300 +8 :: 200 =4200 +1600 264C0 square units =y

area of the circle.

16ÿ'+ 16x' = 4800 +3200 =8000 square units = areas of the

circumscribed square.



(3)

Ihe side of the circumscribed square is \ EGUU

the radius of the circle is V e000

A =_ RN , 8a?

1
 (VEC) 0p. 2000 -6400 _64

—

—

yi

the area of the circle doesn't come frem the fermula &amp; ==

but J{ comes from the relaticn A/«”

[he value of M is the quotient of a division and consequently,

a rational number.

3

(Not to be reproduced witheut the written permission of

the author)

(From my book -- no published —— "ihe exact calculation of 1



A NONPROFIT EDUCATIONAL CORPORATION

OPERATING KPFA IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

AT 2207 SHATTUCK AVENUE, BERKELEY 4,

AND KPFK IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AT

5636 MELROSE AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 38

OFFICERS

HAROLD WINKLER

PRESIDENT

TERRELL T. DRINKWATER

VICE PRESIDENT

CATHERINE CORY

VICE PRESIDENT

PACIFICA
FOUNDATION 2207 SHATTUCK AVENUE, BERKELEY 4, CALIFORNIA

December 15, 1955

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
l'essachusetts Institute of Technolog,
Jembridee 39, Mass,

Dear Lr, Wiener:

Wwe are now picking up z cue you gave us in your letter of September 20.
In that letter vou mentioned that you would be reworking the materiel
you covered in a talk entitled "The Erain and the Machine! for present-
ation at a meeting of the Association for the Advencement of Science
in Chicaco on December 27.

would it be possible for this talk to be tape-recorded for recifica!
In addition to our new sister station in Los Angeles, we will soon as

sume control of an existing Fi station in New York, «BAL. Thus,
facifica can offer you three intellizent sudiences in large metre-
noliten areas.

T sh211 look forward +9 hearing from von.

Sincerely,
1

[
Herold Winkl&gt;r
Fresident

Hid
2.C. EKT

à. Rich

Enci recording
snecifications



Pre; Norber Wiener
Mass.Institute of iechnolegy
Bestoi

Montreal,december is 1959

Vear Professor:

I hepe yeu have received my first letter.

Allew me to repeat that the calculation of the exact. value

of j{ is possible.
lhe honor to have discovered it belengs te me..l have registered

it before notary.lhe exact value ofMis my property.

Draw a square.

Inscribe a circle,

lnscribs a square in the circle so that the vertex of the

inscribed square be the middle points of the sides of the

circumscribed square.

Apsly Pythageres

pusvose that N=3.2
Very truly yours

3434 Jeanne Menc=
Montreal
Canada



December iu, 1956

Professor namthr
159 Friere De
Ihe Un! ver
arm a

hear Professor "a

ah

--—

2m137 YA

Thank you for your letter of December 9, For Professor Yierer's
alk on the Communication Sciences Program, February 23 would do very
sell. He tells me thst he would be lad to rive an additional talk
on a more technical basis, but Le would appreciste it if the Mniversi-
ty lecture and the more informal talk would be spaced adeauatelv so as
0 give him a chance to "catch his breath?,

‘eg shall inform you, a3 soon as the trip has been arranged, of
Henne! tive of arrival.

pen, i neration.for your kind coorvoy in advance

IN 7 ..

“incereiv vonrs,

“vieMaria Titter (Vrs.)



December 16, 1°09

viss Alien
Llectri
205

Dow= ç

Hilton
=m faeturing

rec.

Many thanks for your kind letter of December 10. More power
to you. I think your plan ic rood altnough I sce certain ciffi-
culties with it. The licavy-side story is in the public domain and
I have no exclusive claim over it. Eovever, to really understand
Heave-side's position as a mathematician which represents an im-
portant part of his work, you should make a very careful st:dv not
only of his own articles, but of the considerable number of articles
about his work which apneared in the mathemaiical and engineering
journals at the time of his death in 1925 and for some time later,
Tre work will be hard reading, but I think it is essential if you
are to do anything like a factual account of Lis nlace in scientific
history and the history of invention.

Actually, I velieve the best wzy to handle this material in a
literary fashion is as a novel, 4 rood many of the mere immortant
documents concerning neavy-side Fupin disnute must be in the hands
of the AT*T and the Bell Laboratories, They are unlikely to releace
them for your benefit, particularly after the avnpearance of my book,
and in my opinion it is mest certain that even if vou should pet
some, you Will not pet all, A factual biographical account cannot
derend on conjectures, That is one of ithe calef reasons why I wrote
my account in &amp; novel form.

There are many pitfails la writirg novels avout scientists cr
biographies about scientists, Muriei Ruckeyser wrote a biograsay of
Willard Cibbs which fell very flat, because she was not technicully
in the position to understand what Gibbs had really done. She filled
it in with a lot of irrelevant comments on points in his life which
were more suituble for the routine novelist, but not really essenticl,
and earned some unfavorable criticism. Very likely you can do better,
but don't underrate the task, Another matter is Luat Lt will be quite
impossible to do justice to teavy-side without studying tlie Leavy-
side collection of papers and articles at tre Institule of &amp;lecirical
Engineers in London. Heavy-side was engaged in many disputes with his
scientific colleagues. To really place him preperly, it is necessary
to know not only his own work but the vrevinus state nf science and
snorineering in which he onerates.
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am enclosirr an abstract of the paper for yu. . um alvo core
mine in writinr a statement of my position with the resnect to the

vou wish from mes I am not able to rive you a 25020 words
au I am able to give you a parer of some 5300 words. Of course

iinvelve a reconsideration of the terms which you made to me.

Moage 1% me hear from vou a. vour €-rlizst convenience,

rincerely yours,

vbert lenev

‘  LT

‘nclosure
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Professor Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
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Ocar Professor Wiener:

The Chicago chapter of the Federation of American Scientists is sponsoring
a panel discussion on Wednesday Evening, December 30, 1959, on "Scientific
Cooperation--East and West'. This is a most general topic but we hope
that with several discussion leaders we might provoke active participa-
tion from the audience. Suggested speakers are Eugene Rabinowitch,
Samuel Allison, Margaret Mead, Stanley Livingston, John Simpson, and
Brock Chisholm. Would vou be willing to participate?

The AAAS desk at the Morrison Hotel has agreed to give all registrants
a notice regarding the meeting.

Looking forward to hearing from you, I am

Sincerely yours,

Faith (dams
(Mrs.) Ruth Adams
Associate Editor
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Prefessor Norbert #iener

dass. Institute of Lanhnolesy
Sastoan

wontreal,december 17,4959

sear Professor:

l hope you have recsive:my first and second letter.

lt is possible that mathematicians be in errer,sir.

dathematicians are men.

den are susceptible te be in errer.

It is wessible that mathematicians be in errer.

it is imwmessible that Archimedes and Fythageras be veth right.

lf Pythagoras is right.Archimedes is wrong.

lt is possible that beth be wreng but it is imwessible

that beth be right.

lt is impossible that Jl=3.14

{a7 truly.yours

5 Mn
3484 Jeanne Mance

Cx

Montreal



we 7)
buspese that the relation between the circumscribed square
and the circle is 5/4 = 1.25

a 2 73 se

: i I 754A

suppose that the relation between the area of the circle

and the area of the inscribed square is 8/5 = 1.6

à
a = 1.60" &gt; A

 TE

Ihe relatien between the area¢of the circumscribed end

inseribed square is:

5° 1,254

1.0

| y . _A_

=1,25Ä ® I.6

1,25 1,6:4~- = 1,25 x 1.6 =?

‘he result obtained shows that our suspesitions are true.



If the side eof the inscribed square is equal te 4 units,

the square has 16 square units.

fhe circumscribed square has 32square uni

The area ef the circle is:

LS

A =le Xi,6 = 25,6 square units.

A_ 7
- RR”
fi

Suswese that | =3_2

22:6 _ 4 _ 2
3,95 —&amp;8=RH ii =\/e

[he radius is a leg ef the right-angled triangle,

Lhe hypetenusa «quals 4

susmese that the Pythagorean Lheorem is true

(ve) (ve) 4
8 4a = 16

Le ff wa ’ythagoras would be wreng because the

relation between the area ef the twe squares and the cirels

would be different.



BranDEIS UNIVERSITY

WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS

December 17, 1959

Professor N. Wiener
Department ~ Mathematics

Massachuse:.;Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Professor Wigner will be at Brandeis on January ~
to deliver a lecture.

A dinner in his honor will be given that evening
at 7:00 p.m. (cocktails at 6330 p.m.) in the Faculty Center
to which vou are cordially invited.

Sincerely,

Aad

S. Schweber, Chairman
Department of Physics

I.

SS, ]

” Z.,V.P., —Tw-L-6000, Extension 3L9



Lecember 18, 1959

Lr. Norbert Wiener
Institute Professor
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

vear ur. Wiener ;

Your novel "The Tempter" activates deep feelings
seldom touched by society in general. Please believe
in my gratitude.

You may be interested to learn that a real life
situation strikingly close to the one you present
is developing at this time in California. It concerns
natent rights in the new field of prestressing.

I have male several valued inventions, entered into
agreements with several steel corporations and a
3wiss firm and been manoeuverel into reaping no
benefit from my ideas yet. I have found it impossible
to obtain competent legal representation since 1957
and am fighting back by means of an economic device
[ have imagined to force a settlement.

Group dynamics are still preventing me from obtaining
work or employment anywhere. All this is so shabby
and so unnecessary. 1 was so profoundly wound that I
had to reyuest hospitalization at the Langley Porter
Neuropsychiatric Institute nearly one year ago.
I am well now, but am with no friends, no money, no
backing and no apparent legal progress.

Last year, the office of the Attorney General of
California helped me to rescind discriminatory
specifications that the California Highway Livision
nal evolved ani that eliminated my competitive threats.

The Antitrust Livision of the Lvepartment of Justice
has filed suit in Federal Listrict Court in San Francisco
on November 2%, 1959 against nationwide and Western
steel mills, distributors and fabricators conspiring
to monopolize the reinforcing business.



/

It was reported in the national press. The defendants
have until January 27, 1960 to file a response,
[ an preventing the same companies From monopolizing
profitably the prestressing business (site construction,
shich they also consider as their exclusive domaine
anl which is making steady inroads into their
reinforcing volume.

The Sherman Act, invoked in the Feleral suit, is not
retroactive, I am too small to go aheal without solid
support, but have started patent proceedings on
several ideas.

The local M.I.T. alumni are only able to offer sympathy.
I feel only you can help me in the long run.

vould you care to alvise ? Feel free to request any
particulars of interest to you. Would publicity help ?
I know how busy you are and frankly find it Aistasteful
to have to call your attention away from your more
momentous problems.

Mmclose” are my record an” a short essay. I au un”*eci”e”
whether any novelty “ealt with therein is of substance
or merely of form.

fhen at M.I.T., lack of time an” of fun”s prevente”* me
from completing my gra”uate thesis on prestressing.
As a result, I was “eprive? of the Master's *egree
which I cherished an” ha”? come from France to earn.

I am of Armenian stock. My father, Haik Kourkene, was
a constructor, inventor an? civil engineer, a gra®uate
from the Ecole Nationale “es Ponts et Chaussees. He “ie”
uring Worl”? War II. Forebears were engineers an”
e”’ucators in Turkey an” Russia.

Wishing you a happy holi*ay season, I remain,

Respectfully yours,

J. Paul Kourkene
Prestressing Consultant
Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute
First an” Parnassus Avenues
San Francisco, California



ak TOSQTHICAL ASPECTS CF GUNRRATI PRÉSOTRISIINZ
Old hun Ag aed VI (TL TSAd) 1 AU ENAM

Our Universe can be conceive. ~xclusively of
strains an? evens = man “pacer-time ceontinuun.

Semantically, we € Lev ; gensratina

4 multifold 1ufinity strains, aithowgn separate, sire --
Jr events ure of the sume Natur

A fracture or 1rault 1s « 'istortion, su localize? inconsistency
lu &amp; fl1el? or chain of such strains or events, Stresces are
siuply entities ’oline” us convenient tools to analyze an
Weä£ure clircumstauces surrouii lug the coupatibility of strains
an’ therefore, the probabilities existing agaist tielr
fisruption fer boundary con?itions.

Tie abstract cuhocpt of generalize’ presiressing can be Alrecte
to the systewatic af ustwent of the pattern or strains in «nv
Ziven w£'lum, In critical applicatizns within that me?iug,
their compatibility Lan be mo*,f1e*bysuperposition of
appropriate states. This nrinciple is invariable, in*eventent
of matter or its combination 2Nto structures.

Ibgervable events unfer presuressing contitiocns are unobtrusive
In material me*1a, these ure the strains of elasto-plastic
tefcruations 5f either sign, incluing warping. Completing
parity, 1t-15 likely tliat means will ve devised tou stretch
var use of time at will. Qur understanding of the scope of
prestressing is su recent an? tenuous that such an advan
aight esute cur search in trie predictable future,

The stariiug point 1s the successiul progrwuuing of UGCOLGSC1OUS
aotivaticns, à precoutiticning operation euslly u,hievaubl
but vi practicul cunsequezices still beyun* our recKoalug
ln evolutionury changes auticipate*. Anything can be or*ere*
a little better in our environment il the proper tool is avuilable.
2y *efinition, such à ru”ical instrument is culle* general prestressing.

Presiressing is the law of or’er into a relative chaos.
It censtitutes by itself a complete an? *#ifficult scien .
Its theory appears as an a’junct to that of relativity.
Like the latter, it len?s 1tself tn precise mathematical analysis.
4 cleur grasp of the fun*’anmentai pr-stressing princinle orens
the way to countless basic an®* apple) Alscavwerias with immediate
Jotentisal for coxnercial exnloital-
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PROFESSIONAL RECORD

NATER RESOURCES  TEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

nraftsman and statistician.

, Tenv.y 9 cvlorado (1951)

TSCHNIC ™r™6EFRING COMPANY , Dallas, Texas (1552 and 149953)

“stimator and consultant.

PRELOAN T7MPANV , New York (175:

Prestressed concrete designer under Marce. Forneron

TEXAS HIGHWAY TSPARTMENT , Tallas, Texa-

Jonception, design and detail of the Pine Street Overpass
on the Dallas Urban Expressway.

First prestressed concrete bridge in the Southwestern United States.
first major integral roadway slab-Iilange type prestressed coacretle
bridge in the United States, first vure Tee shaped prefabricated
bridge in the World.

SELF - EMPLOYMENT . (1955-195,)

Prestress Service to non-specialized firms active in the field
of prestressing, such as general contractors, concrete fadricutors,
steel distributors, consulting engineers, public awarding agencies.

Services cover designing, detailing, testing, product planning
marxet analysis, cost estimates and control, production an?
rationalization, coordination tetween contractor and? administration,
purchasing, use of posttensioning equipment, direction of operations.
general technical assistance.

In California, services involved the followiur

San Francisco-Cakland Bay Bridge (remu-

sureka Slough Bridge near Eureka (main

route 107/95 Separation near Mublin

Junipero Street Overcrossing in Santa Barbar

Janta Clara River Bridge at Saticoy (u.

13th Street Overcrossing at Paso Rou)

longest ui the West)

first ol its type)

SAN FRANCISCO COLLEGE FOR WOMEN

Teaching of Mathematics.

caTe &amp; rranclsce 58-159}



Frefesser Nerbert Wiener

dass. Institute of Lechnelesy

Boston

dontreal,december42,1959

Jaar Frofesser:

| hope you have received my first three letters.

ihe human mind begets monsters,and from the monsters,the

reasen comes.

the irrational value ef FM comes from the irrational

nethed emmleied te find it.

the value ef f{=3.14 is the sen of a menster.

Archimedes was an irrational monster: the menster ef the error,

she father of the error.

‘here the circle gees,Archimedes goes,M=3.14gees
menster gees.All the mensters ge jogether,

Many men are immertal fer their lies.

Ye must bury them,sir.

+ need your help.

‘ary truly yeurs,
r

 Naver
ç



su»pose that you have a straight line 5 units leng and that

with this straight line you make a circle;,or better,sunnes”

that yeu have a circumference 5 units long.

c= 5

The dismeter is unknewn.

Ihe relatien C/Vv is unknewn

- L-—&gt;
YES TH

.

’

sus»es* yeu have

= ;\

snother circumference having 5 units of diameter.

SN = 5 N

bfl=3

supwese that N=3.2.

Check.

If the suecesition was the reality,the reality weuld be the sup-

sesition.

Supeese that M =5.i4 ‚Check

1f the supsosition was not the reality,the reality weuldn't be

the susmesition,.

Make a conclusion.



suggestions,
lt is true.

it is net true.

It is true that.

It is net true that..

lf this was that,that would be that

Lf this was not that,that wouldn't

Lf Pythagoras was Archimedes . .

If Archimedes was Pythageras.

If Pythagoras was wrong...

Lf Archimedes wss wrong.

A thing implies the ether.

things become.

the truth exists.

the immessibility exists.

Ihe vessibility becomes certitude.

Lhe imsessibility becomes possibility.

the possibility becomes impossibility.

the rational becemes irrational.

lhe irrational becomes rational.

things are.

H#3.1 because it is equal te 3,14

#314 because it is equal te 3,141

NF. 14d because it is equal to 3.1415
The absurdity exists.

T

9yR that



140 Hollister Avenue
Santa Monica, California

December 18. 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener

Julie and I avidly read the reviews of The Tempter and were
delighted that it was received so well. I don't think that the

reviewers, especially in the Saturday Review, fully understood
you but I'm sure that the engineers and scientists will.

Our course has had a very significant effect upon the Southern
California scientific community. A group of us get together at
the I.R.E. Information Theory Group meetings to discuss our progress.
Also, I receive many phone calls to discuss points of the text.

I enjoyed our association thoroughly and the work we did in
mechanics interested me. I would like to join you at M.I.T. in
September and write my doctorate thesis for you in this area, if
you are willing. Since you left I have been studying mechanics
and methods of mathematical physics, besides continuing formal
mathematical work. Also I am teaching Ordinary Differential
Equations at Los Angeles City College. (Incidentally, they said
your talk highlighted the summer.)

I am writing Dr. Martin to ask him if I can have a teaching assistant-
ship. I would like to teach probability (Feller's) but of course
I will teach whatever he wishes. I will be in a difficult financial
position and would welcome any suggestions that you might have on
how I could help myself.

I hope that you remember our summer's work pleasantly and will
accept me as a student and recommend me to Dr. Martin for a teaching
position. I am very anxious to work with you. However, whatever
your plans are for next year my wife and I send our most cordial
holiday greetings and fondest regards to vou and Mrs. Wiener.

Yours truly,

A. QU
*

—

Michael B. Marcus
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WILLIAMS COLLEGE

WILLIAMSTOWN. MASSACHUSETTS

Dec.13, 1959
Dear Professor wiener,

I am writinr for the williams Lecture
Committee to ingure whether you would be wil-
ling to lecture in Williamstown sometime in
webrunry or March of this coming year. ‘those
faculty members who have heard you speak are
quite enthusiastic sbout the possibility of
your lecturing here and all agreed that we
should extend you an invitation.

Such a lecture would be heard by a
ceneral audience and could cover any topic of
jour choice. The Lecture Committee would pay
jou 1300.00 for your appearance. It has been
found through experience that an evening early
in the week is best for a lecture here, if it
fits vour class schedule at M.I.T..

out any
Aeaire.,

We would be mere than willing to work
transportation arrangements you might

My address at Williams is: Kappa Alpha,
{illiamstown, Mass. I shall be homé for the
holidays, but will be back in Williamstown by
January 2. I shall look forward to hearing
from you at that time.

Since ely,
 02° 2 + LEA

John P. Richardson
Undergraduate Chalrman
williams Lecture Committee



Vecembe 1959

Prof, a, Masturso
Presiden:
Societa Internazionale di Medicina
Sibernet‘nn»
Via Ror
apolf

Dear Profi, ¥asturzo:

Than” vou for your letter of December 5. I am highly honoured
on as member of the Council and U.S, delegate of the

Society of Cybernetic Medicin, and would be glad if T
the 19C0 Symposium. However, this depends on a va-

a,
Int
ec

r

+ have written to Prof. Cainiello at the
to make definite my plans for visitine Naples
It would be well for vou to get in touch with
wiil know all my nlans, but until I hear from
compi&lt;ie

Institute of Physics
this autumn (1560),
Prof. Caireilln, as he
Lim, thev cannot ba

"711er

 7! /emr

Toh A; Wiener



‘re Allen Skagur
Iniversi
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“saines
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fr, Zimrerman, Chairman of the ’ub-Committee on Public Lectures
3 vour University requested in his letter of Dec. 7, that we send
some material useful in nublicizing ’rof, ¥Wiener's lecture directly
.~ you, I am hereby enclosing one nhotograph, three news clinpinges
and a hiosrashical s«etch. I icone that it will be heloful to vou
in vour rrevrarations

Yad De vours.

wasMaria Ritter (Frs,)
ROTE Le" in Prof. Yiener



sambar Fe
=

ire LoL. Zimmerman,
Jollee of Arts and Sciences,
department Sneech,
“niversi- Floride
x _ +

iaines- Tar*de

lear Viv. Zimrernma-

Thank you for your letter of December 7 in which you astec
me to help you arrange some ol the final delails concerning wv
talk at vour Universi”-

nfortunately, my plans reparding times of arrival ect,
nave not been completely worked cut as yet. Mrs, Wiener and
are Jeaving for St. Petershurg on the 21st where we shall be
steying at the Il Rancho Moter Leodre, 1701 Fourth Street S,.j
from there it will be easier to find out which will be the hest
say to go ie Galnesville, We shall arrive on the fifth or perrans
one day before the lecture, Any heln or surrestions vou mioht
a able to offer would de rreativ arnreciated.

forvardin~ tne material which vou recueste rs,Skares

45 0m

wiener

1



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH LABORATORY OF ELECTRONICS

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS

December 19, 1959

Memo to Mrs, Ritter

Mathematics Department

M.I.T.

Professor Wiener!s Visit To Mexico

Professor Norbert Wiener has always been a sincere and loyal friend of Mexico.

In the prefaces of several of his books he has made mention of his happy associations

with several prominent Mexicans and of his stay at the Institute de Cardiologia in

Mexico City. When he speaks about Mexico he takes pride in presenting the best facets

of the intellectual, artistic and moral life of our country. For all these reasons -

and of course for his eminence in the mathematical field,- the National Polytechnic

Institute of Mexico had extended a cordiel invitation to visit Mexico as a token of the

great esteem and admiration for Dr. Wiener. Dr. Wiener's acceptance has been con-

sidered an honor to the Instituto Politecnico Nacional. His lectures on self organized

systems were greatly appreciated.

nc ed
2 —Ks

Kt
Fr

VY. Cerrillo







1834 N. Hartford St.
Arlington, Virginia
21 December 1070

Profess
Jopartr
“assac”
Sam?

Dear Pr  mn

Wiener
natics
ite of Technology

isetts

Thank you fer your note of 14 December,

I have a copy of your book on "Nonlinear Problems”
and it was partly because of the ideas you expressed
there that I sought your advice on the proposed sym-
nôsium on "Mathematical! Problems in Biolocrical Sciences,‘

Sinecu:--TOUTS.

er — + -

Richard S. Buringtc.
Chairman, Committee
Applied Mathematics
American Mathematical

4

Society



1466 E. 20th st.
Columbus, 6hio
December 21, 1959

Dear Pr. Wiener,

I read your book, "The Tempter and I hope you don't
mind this note about how I enjoyed it.

The two points of the book that inveded my consciousness
and started me thinking and cdmiring your skill as an
euthor were: 1)Gregorys! moral conflict and 2) the
skillful manipulation of the personality of Woodbury to
show that he was a genius.

While the courage snd honesty of = man in conflict with
the hard business world is the main point of the story,
I think you got it acress with particuler accuretenesse
It is something everyone must frce and I had no thought
much about it until now. And accordingly, it has stimu-
lated me to resd severalcother books dealing with that
particular phase of the business world. I knew it was
every man for himself, but it brought the problem into
8 new ewareness and new focusing for mes I guess it is
true that if one looks for something it can be found.
Also one is emazed that they cen find it after passing
over it. Now I can see thst it exists in many shapes anid
forms that I never thought possible. I say this as a
novice of three months in the business world.

For a pestime(and mentel exercise), I have taken the
occasion to speculate and try and figureout the person-
alities of the main character how they would react to
several different situations if the characters were real,
and if they cane in contsct with those particuler
situations. I have based the speculation upon your
characterizations of them as they appeared &amp;n your book.
Woodbury in particuler impressed me. I hsve unconsiously
compared him with Geuguin (or at least with the character
Charles Strickland who represented Gauguin in the Book
a "Moon and Sixpence" by Maugham)



As their lives were so different it would be impossible
to comprrethat, Woodbury end Gauguin have to be compared
as posessing the besic fundementel treits thst all genius!
usually have. That seems to mazto be the burning ,
feverish desire to create- if not for other people, for
themselves, to use that energy to create, create, and
express themselves,

I understand cyberetics to be the translation of the
human nervous system intolcomplex equesionss Does knowing
this enable you to portray such chiracters so realisticly?

Im eighteen end I em working in &amp; bookstore, I emdoing
this so I can continue in Cdllege. I would sey I heve
red books on cybernetics, but right now college trigonomitry
is my speed. Actually matkmetics is interesting but I'm
sfraid my enthusism exceeds my ability. I enjoy doing
logic problems and try the harder ones.

I hopeto read your other two books eventuelly,

Sincerely *

18 Janet Geb’

~~

J



EASTERN STAINLESS BIEL CORPORATION) GC Se (USpAlAIMÔRE &gt; MARYLAND

TELEPHONE

TWATER 8-2000
TELETYPE

Essex 283 or 376

December 21, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Wiener:

You no doubt have been asked by the Industrial Liaison Office
of the M.I.T. Alumni Association about the possibility of visiting
Baltimore for the February, 1960 meeting of the M.I.T. Club. As
a former student of yours during the days of "Woods and Bailey", I
would deem it an honor indeed to have you break bread with us at one

of our dinner meetings,

As to the subject of your talk, I would not presume to make
any suggestions, but prefer that you feel free to discuss any matter
vou wish, which I am sure will be well received.

My son, also a student of yours 25 years later, assures
me that you have not lost your touch and that your crisp quips will have
us rolling in the aisles.

Our heartfelt invitation is extended to you for any time you
wish to name.

Kindest personal regards,

—

 durs,

Fu. Verner,
President,
M.I. T. Club of Baltimore

HIV /dm

Sainless Seel heets and etes Érolustvohs



december 21, 1956
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Nas un a: * 4voy Madam:

Prof, Wiener wishes me to thark you for your letter of Der, 17,
in which vou invited him lo take part in a panel discussion on
December 230. Unfortunately, he will be away al toe Lime am) rerrets
‘+ inform vou that he will not be able to attend:

- ry

m

- TOUTS .

Vues NL 148 = iw Iva-Maria Ritter (Mrs.)
“spot tn Trof, Wiener



December 21, 1959

“re Richard
Chairman
Footorints Conference
Citizenship Dent,, 105 Maxwell Hall
Syracuse University
Syracuse 10, New York

Dear Mr, Allen"

Thank you very much for your letier of Decemher , ard for
sour irvitation to sneak at vour Footnrints Confereree in March.

vy schedule of lecturss for next term is complete
tains as many as I feel myself able to rive nronerlv.
nay I beg off the invitation which you have given me
© wish von all success in vour undertalkine
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december 21, 1959

vir. Wayne Ewing
President
American Soclety of Tool Ensineers
137C0 Turiten Avenue
Detroit 38, Michigan

Yn “x LU + FT pet -JEaT la tune

I fzel bighly honored by your desire to confer upon me the
KOT FECELRCH MEDAL. Hewever, T am zfraid that I shall be arable
to accept it as my previous engagerents prevent zo from being
cresent at your wecting in Detroit. I hoe sou will vndercts-d
that the pressure of my previous engupements is considerable and
that the degree of fatigue which I should incor in adding to it
is to me a serions hazard.
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“re Cl, Starley-Jones
3uckshead, Townshend
hayle, Cornwall
Ar Lann

Jear re Stanley=-Jonest

Many thanks for your letter ci the 25th of Movember. I an on
my way down to Florida where I am taking a two-wseks vacation in
the middle of the Winter, und during my stav I shall try to write the
preface to your bheok. A good book deserves e rood preface, ard I
shall do my best, T shall send veu &amp; cony as sonn as [ have rot it
dene.
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near ir. Winkle:

T find that the effort of giving a good tape interferes
seriously with my mode of lecturing. I shall see that you
"ot a tmouritinn Cony of the lecture in the îmnediste fubure
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Application for Research Professorship
in the Adolph C. and Mary Sprague Miller
Institute for Basic Research in Science,Q -~ 2.

December 22, 1959 E. W. Barankin

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH PROGRAM

It is my desire to pursue intensively the studies

and deliberations necessary to carrying further my work

on the nature of probability. An exposition of the ideas

comprising this work is given in the article "Toward an

Objectivistic Theory of Probability" (Proceedings of the
Third Berkeley Symposium on Mathematical Statistics and

Probability, Volume V, University of California Press,
L956). Putting aside the breadth of implications of the
theory I have outlined in this article, there is a focal

point at which fundamental investigation must be directed.

This is, namely, the matter of the four forms of dynamical
law that I set forth there on p. 35 et seq, and the asser-

tion of their equivalence, on p. 37. At the time of publi-

cation of the article I believed that I had proved this

aquivalence, that at least this much of the precision base
of the theory was accomplished; but subsequently I dis-

cerned that my proof was in error. Interestingly enough,

this may be a boon. That is, the intuitive appeal of these

Four forms of law, and the intuitive necessity of their

aquivalence (or something close to it) may provide the
strongest kind of tool for beating the basic concepts
into shape.

The basic concepts of which I speak are those of

eventuality and probability. These, in my conception,
are primitive realities and the task is to properly

characterize them in an axiomatic system. Forming a

crucial aspect of the theory is the notion that on any
particular occasion there is no exhaustive collection

&gt;f eventualities one of which will actualize. This is

strongly reminiscentofthedenial of the principle of
the excluded middle. The latter principle is a well
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recognized point of contention in the problem of the foun-

dations of set theory; and taking note of the fact that,

in the present mathematical formalism of probability theory,
eventualities are represented by sets, we are led to face

the possibility that the achievement of correct understand-

ing of eventualities may be coextensive with the satisfac-

tory resolution of the foundational problem of set theory.

m,

Simul taneously with a revision in our understanding

of eventualities (or sets), it is to be expected that we

may have to alter (generalize) our idea of a probability

distribution as a measure. One of the sharpest indications

in this direction is the fact that conditional probability
distributions do not always exist as measures. And at the

applicational end there is the circumstance that the formalism

of quantum mechanics does not jibe satisfactorily with the

present mathematical formalism of probability theory. Such
a circumstance must find a resolution, in the view of the

theory we have proposed, which calls for the universal

accounting of behavior as the evolution of stochastic processes

The work of suitably revising our present conceptions

of eventualities and probability distributions, in the spirit
of the indications in the preceding two paragraphs, is what

I mean by beating the basic concepts into shape. It is to

this program that I wish to devote my time.



TECHNION - Israel Institute of Technology

Division of Hydraulic Engineéring.

Haifa, December 22, 1959.

Professor Norbert 'Miener,
Dept. of dathematies,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass,,
U.S.A, &gt;.

Dear Professor Wiener,

[ wish you a happy New,Year and remember with

pleasure our meeting during.mysabbatical Leave.
C _ TC C U9annCAM CAAUEU &gt; Ace LS ALro

Sincerely yours

S ; meatal A

S, Irmay, Professor
Division of Hydraulic
Engineering,

+ A 4.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR CANCER RESEARCH

7701 Burholme Avenue

Fox Chase

Philadelphia 11, Pa

December 22, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I enclose a reprint of the paper on function
spaces which appeared in the von Laue Festschrift
and I should be very glad to hear if you have made
any progress in the direction which you suggested
in your letter.

With very bes: wishes for the New Year.

Yours very sincerely,

A. L. Patterson

ALP :me
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Function spaces between crystal space

and Fourier-transform space

By A.L. PATTERSON

Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

(Received June 8, 1959)

Auszug
Ein allgemeiner Ausdruck fiir die Kerne integraler Transformationen in

Hermitschen Funktionen wird gegeben. Dieser Ausdruck leitet zu Mengen von
Funktionenräumen, die zwischen irgend einem gegebenen Funktionenraum und
seinem Fouriertransformationenraum liegen. Die, schon von WIENER und
CoNDON gegebenen, Kerne werden im Rahmen dieses Ausdruckes erhalten.
Unter Benutzung desselben Ausdruckes wird eine neue Reihe von Kernen als

,,generalisierte Funktionen‘ definiert. Das Problem der Erweiterung zu zwei
und drei Dimensionen wird betrachtet und das geometrische Fachwerk fiir
solche Transformationen wird besprochen.

Abstract

A general expression is given in terms of Hermite functions for the kernels
of integral transforms. This leads to sets of function spaces lying between any
given function space and its Fourier-transform space in one dimension. The
kernels already given by WIENER and CONDON are obtained in terms of this
general expression. Using the same expression a new set of kernels is defined as
a set of generalized functions. The problem of extension to two and three
dimensions is considered and the problem of geometrical frameworks for such
transforms is commented on.

Dedication
It is not inappropriate to dedicate a paper on the transformation

between crystal space and reciprocal space to MAX von LAUE on the
occasion of his 80th birthday since it was the author’s reading of von
LAUE’s classical paper on the effect of particle size on x-ray diffraction
that founded a life-long interest in the function-space interpretation
of x-ray diffraction. This dedication is written with deep gratitude for
the inspiration, both scientific and personal, which has come from a
Friendship of more than thirty vears with MAX von LAUE.
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Introduction

This paper is concerned with the continuous sequences of trans-
forms which can be set up between function space and Fourier-

transform space. Crystallographic interest in such matters arose
several years ago in connection with discussions of the phase problem
when it was recognized that most phase-determining properties such
as positivity, atomicity, resolution, etc. are properties of crystal space
while the Fourier coefficients whose phases are to be determined
are defined in reciprocal space, i.e. Fourier-transform space. It was

suggested that a function space between crystal space and reciprocal
space might be found which would perhaps be simply related both to
crystal and to reciprocal space. Although this end has not been
achieved, some progress has been made in understanding the mathe-
matical techniques which permit the expression of such continuous
sequences of transforms.

In 1927 H.WryL! suggested the relationship between the Fourier
theory and the expansion of a function in a series of Hermite functions.
His remarks led N. WieNER?2 in 1929 to a closed form for a fractional
Fourier-transform. Without knowledge of the earlier work E. U. Cox-
pox? in 1937 rediscovered WIENER's result. Again without knowledge
of earlier work the very same result was independently rediscovered
by PETER G. BERGMANN and the writers in 1953. As will be indicated
below the result which was so frequently rediscovered had distinct

disadvantages from a physical point of view. The present argument
leads to an indication of the large number of solutions to the problem
which are available and points out one solution which seems physically
more reasonable than the Wiener solution though it is closely related

to it.
The present discussion is confined to the one-dimensional Fourier-

transform although some mention is made of the possible methods of
extension to two and three dimensions and the geometrical framework

necessary for such an extension.
1 H. WEYL, Quantenmechanik und Gruppentheorie. Z. Physik 46 (1927)

L—47.
2 N. WENER, Hermitian polynomials and Fourier analysis. J. Math. Physics

Mass. Inst. Tech. 8 (1929) 70—73.
3 E. U. ConpoN, Immersion of the Fourier-transform in a continuous group

of functional transformations. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 23 (1937) 158—164.
4 P, G. BERGMANN, personal communication (1953).
5 A preliminary report was given at the Ann Arbor Meeting of the American

Crystallographic Association, June 1953.
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Partial transforms

A function f(x) and its Fourier-transform F(u) are related by the
expression®

Fu) = [ f(z) exp (2x tux) dx (0
and its inverse

f(x) = [ F(u) exp (— 27 tux) du .

[f we write (1) as the operational expression

F(u) = 7{f(x)}

it is clear that (2) can be written as

Hz) = 7Y{F(ul (4)

and we have the well known result that the operation 7 generates a
zroup of order four.

If now we face the problem of imbedding the Fourier-transform in
à continouus group as did WIENER* and CoNDONS we consider a

function n(#) in a space &amp; somehow intermediate between the original
‘unction space x and the transform space u. We are then led to the

consideration of two kernels p and ¢ defined as follows

n(E) = J Hæ) p(E, x) da
and

F(u) = f m(£) alu, €) dE.

The inverse kernels p=! and ¢—! must then satisfy

fx) = [ n(&amp;) p(w, €) d£

n(&amp;) = f F(u) q7HE, u) du (6b)

If the kernels p and g are to belong to a continuous group they must
sbey equations of the following type, i. e.

[ Puss ©) PalEo, 9) dv = ProlE,, &amp;) - (7)

As formal consequences of (1), (2), (5), (6), and (7) the kernels and their
verses must satisfy the conditions:

J p(&amp;, x) g(u, €) d€ = exp(2x iux) (8a)

[ pNx, &amp;) q7HE, u) dE = exp(—2x iux): (8h)
5 In this paper all integration limits are — oo to co and are omitted for

&gt;0nveniennpe
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and also

JE 2) py, §) = 8 (æ—y)

[ aw, &amp;) ¢7HE, v) = à (uv)

where J is the Dirac delta function.

9a)

(9b)

Expansion in Hermite functions

It is well known that the Hermite functions enV272) defined
in (A 1) of the appendix to this paper are characteristic functions of
the Fourier integral equation’?

9 (x) = u ou) exp(+ 2x tux) du (10)

with the corresponding characteristic values yu = (+ i)”. The kernels
exp (4 2x tux) can then be expanded in the form

exp (+ 2x iux) = X (+i)" pu(}/27w) @, (V2xæx) (11)
m=0

while the delta-function has the expansion

9 (u—v) = X Pn (V2x u) p,(V2r 0). (12)
m=0N

Since the functions ¢,, form a complete set of orthonormal functions,
any function of two variables and in particular the kernels p, g, etc., can
be expanded as a double series of products of Hermite functions i.e.,

p(y) = XE Prn PnlV2%)9,(V2x 9) (13)
in which

nn = ff Plæ; 9) On (2 %) p,( 2% y) dady . (14)

In terms of the coefficients of series expansions of the type of (13)
the relationships implied by (8) become

2 Pun =0m#n;, =", m=mn (15a)
‘=

IO gr =0,m # nn; =(—)".m =n (15b)
_

and

7? R. COURANT und D. HrrBrrT, Methoden der mathematischen Physik I,
Berlin, J. Springer (1931).

8 N. WIENER, The Fourier integral and certain of its applications. Cambridge
at the University Press (1933).

9 International tables for x-ray crystallography II 2. 51. Birmingham, The
Kvnoch Press (1959).
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while those implied by (9) become

2Por Pa = 0, m # ny,=1m=n (16a)

X Imr Im = 0, mM # M; = 1,m=n. (16b)ard

For no reason other than expediency it will be assumed in the

remaining calculations that the series for p and q are diagonalized, i.e.
that Day = Imn = 0 for m # n. As a consequence of this assumption

p and ¢ will have the same characteristic functions, the Hermite
functions, as the Fourier-transform. It must be emphasized, however,
that there is no a priori virtue in this assumption since there are

infinitely many orthonormal sets derivable from the Hermite functions
which are characteristic functions of the Fourier-integral equation.

Thus for the diagonalized kernels we have from (15) and (16)

Pum = exp [x/2 + 2x7.) im] (17a)

(17b)Imm = CXP [{(x/2 + 2zry,) (1 — A) m]

in which 2 is any real number and r,, is any integer. The inverse
coefficients are the reciprocals of the above.

The Wiener-Condon solution

N. WIENERS has considered the series expansion

1 2t 1422

Kay) = fat pd eme | oy — SHE (+ gt]

- 2 U” Qn (02) ©, (cry) (18)
m=

and has shown that it converges for |t] &lt;&lt; 1. It has essential singula-
rities at £ = + 1. The interested reader can verify the formal result by

ase of the expansion formulae (A 3) and (A 4) and the general integral
(A 6). The expansion (13) with the specialized form for the coefficients
(17a) can now be further specialized by setting r, = O in the latter

and writing £ = exp à 1x/2 and à = Ven in WIENER’s series (18). We
then have the Wiener-Condon result

P(E, %) = X[exp i An/2]” ¢,,()/22£) g,()/27 x) (19)
ma
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which the formula (18) then sums in the closed form

__ f(1+|sindx/21\5 | , (1 —|sindx/2|\"
p(£,x) = il 2 [sin An/2| ) + 2 [sin 47/2]

X exp 2x i [xE/sin in/2 — (2? + £2) cot Am/2]

This result may be rewritten in the equivalent form

__ f(1+|sindx/21\5 , .(1—[|sind/2|pl, x) = {( 2 [sin An/2| ) Te 2] sin 47/2] )
X exp 2x1 [4 &amp;* tan Anx/2—4 cot 1x/2 (xz— E/cos ix/2)?]. (20b)

The properties of this solution have been discussed in detail by WIE-
NER? and CoNDONS. For à = 1 or 3 (mod 4) the coefficient of the

exponential is real and equal to unity while the exponent reduces to
+ 2x 2 E x and — 27 à € x respectively (cf. 20a). For à = 0 or 2, the

coefficient is infinite complex while the dominant term in the exponent
(cf. 20b) is x à cot Ax/2(x—E/cosAx/2)*. Thus the kernel has infinite
amplitude and oscillates with infinite frequency except near x = &amp;
or x = — €. It can be shown, however, and most easily from (18) that

the integral over one of the variables of that formula has the value 1
for { = + 1 and the value 0 in the limit { = + ¢. Thus the Wiener-

Condon solution does provide a solution to the problem of imbedding
the Fourier-transform group of order 4 in a continuous group but in
doing so it leads to a type of delta function which is not at all close to

any physical situation.

Solution in terms of sequences of functions

Instead of attempting to define the kernel p(&amp;, x) directly in a
closed form as in (19) and (20) we shall set up a sequence of functions

pp(&amp;, x) depending on a parameter § such that

lim p, (£, x) — p(E, æ) - (21)
B—0

In proceeding to the limit the parameter 8 takes on a succession of
values tending monotonically to zero. Processes of this type have long
been in use in mathematical physics but they have only recently been
legitimized by the work of L. SCHWARTZ and G. TemprLE. This work
has been summarized in the monograph by M. J. LicETHILL® where

10 M. J. LigHETHILL, Introduction to Fourier analysis and generalised
functions. Cambridge, at the University Press (1958).
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references to the original literature are given. All functions referred to
hereafter must be considered as members of sequences such as (21).
Functions defined in this manner are called generalized functions.

We first consider the Hermite expansion of the function

+

E(E, x,8)=exp[—apa? + £2) + 2mil a] = Ze, Pm (28) @, (x) . (22)

This function clearly tends to the Fourier kernel as p tends to zero.

When applied to (22) the expansion integral (A 4) leads to an integral
of type (A 5) with constants

A = — (af? + 1 02); B= xi;andC=a.

If the series (22) is to be diagonal the relation (A 6) must be satisfied
and we must have

a=] 27(1+pus
The integral (A 7) is then

1

VTFF an it VL geIy= "177—77exp2ist( 1/1 —© za ES Vire)

and using (A 4) it is easy to show that |

en = UT (PL A BE — payer (25)

In analogy with the Wiener-Condon solution we obtain a continuous

series of kernels by replacing ¢ in (25) by exp ilàx/2 and thus arrive
at the series

Ta LS a :
p(&amp;, 2) = (V 146 =F 3 (J 1+ B* — 6)"exp (i2x m2)

m=0

X PmlaË) Pr (xx)
which for simplicity we abbreviate as

PI @) = QF 5 oy (ak) pp(aa) (26a)

in which Q= (V1+B8*— ß?) (26 b)

and r = Q exp (ilx/2) = Q exp iy. (26 b”)

We sum the series (26a) by using WIENER’s result (18) and obtain

DIE, @) = (Qéalfa(1 — exp ar | 27 sa LET 22 4 gm) (27)
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The correctness of our calculation is verified by noting that when
7 = iQ, the expression (27) reduces to (22) and when v = — 1Q to

the conjugate complex of (22) as it should. When 7 = + Q, (27)
becomes

pi, 2) = (V1 + 8418) exp |— a LED (6 ef YTB)—apa? (27a)

which in the limit is clearly a delta-function at € = + x as it should

be. Thus the solution (27) behaves as a normal delta-function for

à = 0 or 2 (mod 4) where the Wiener-Condon solution (20) does not.
To study the behavior of (27) other than at the special points for

which 1 is integral we rewrite it in the form

p(&amp;, x) = (C + iD) exp (R + il) (28°

where

R Path x cosp \2(sin? - B*) (= FEES ) a (28a,

. ; 1 Br 0

[= n SEVIER [a Ex] 14 B4—cosp(a2+#)]. (28D)

The terms in the coefficient (C + àD) are given by

= 1 2 ge |? _— 4 [- 2 218C= lot Ve +d | and D | c+Vc + (28c)
in which

and

c= 114 pB* (1 —Q2 cos 2¢)/2 Q(sin? ¢ + ß*) (28c’)

c? + d? = (1 + BY)/(sin2 @ + 54) . (28c”")

and

The behavior of R is quite straightforward. For ¢ very small the
coefficient of the first term is large for small f. It provides the rapid
fall-off characteristic of the delta-function for &amp; = x. As ¢ increases at

constant 8 the coefficient decreases and the maximum moves toward
the origin in &amp;. The function flattens into the damping function of the
complex sinusoid at ¢ = 7/2.

The function I is zero for ¢ = 0. However, its coefficient grows

extremely rapidly as ¢ increases, and reaches its maximum for sin ¢
= f2, i.e. at a very small value for ¢. Thus although our solution
behaves quite correctly at ¢ = 0, it very quickly goes into the rapid
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oscillations characteristic of the Wiener-Condon solution. The am-

plitude of the oscillations is determined by the coefficient (C + iD) as
well as by exp R. Calculation shows that D increases rapidly as ¢
increases from zero, i.e. there is a rapid phase shift which reaches a

maximum in the neighborhood of sin ¢ = f. Meanwhile the amplitude
falls steadily from 1/8 to unity as ¢ goes from 0 to 7/2.

Thus the kernel (28) starts as a delta function for @ = 0 but

rapidly develops violent oscillations of large amplitude near the origin
of the delta function. These are of much higher frequency than that
of the complex sinusoid to which the kernel tends as @ goes to 7/2.

Discussion

In the preceding section we have set up a continuous set of func-

tions each of which is a member of a sequence defining a generalized

function. These generalized functions provide the kernels required to
imbed the Fourier-transform in a continuous periodic group. The
kernels which we have defined differ from those of WIENER? and

ConDon? in their behavior at à = 0. Quite clearly, neither of these

solutions is likely to provide the “intermediate” stage which might be
useful in crystal-structure analysis since the rapid oscillations of
these kernels will quickly disguise the functional properties of crystal
space which one wishes to retain in a modified yet understandable
form in the intermediate space.

We have already emphasized the arbitrary steps involved in
selecting a particular solution from the more general solutions defined
by (15) and (16). We also note that there is a certain arbitrariness in the
requirement that the continuous group be periodic.

No attempt has been made to ascribe physical reality to the
Wiener-Condon solution or to the solution which we have obtained.

One type of physical problem which requires solution in terms of
continuous transforms is as follows. Consider a convergent lens

illuminated from the left by axial parallel monochromatic light. A line
or cross grating is located to the left of the first focal plane of the lens.
The diffraction pattern (Fourier-transform) of the grating will then be
imaged in the second focal plane while the grating itself will be imaged
in the image plane to the right of the second focal plane. The ampli-
bude of light in any plane between the focal plane and the image plane
must be expressible as a transform of the amplitude in any other such
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plane. The kernels of such transforms must be of the type which we
have discussed but unfortunately we have not succeeded in obtaining
these expressions. They will certainly not form a periodic group.

Extension to two and three dimensions

It is easy to see that the argument of this paper can be extended

readily to two or three dimensions. The expansion of (13) will require
products of four or six Hermite functions and all the succeeding
argument will be modified accordingly. While such considerations
take care of the functional form of the continuous transforms, the

geometrical framework necessary for the support of such functions is
not easy to understand. If one could solve the two-dimensional problem
of the cross grating and lens referred to above one might obtain a clue

to the geometrical structure of the spaces between the reciprocal
lattice of diffraction space and the base lattice of the image space. An
analogous physical situation for the three-dimensional problem does
not seem to exist. Some other criterion must therefore be used in

choosing appropriate continuous transforms for this case.
The mathematical techniques necessary to set up a continuous

sequence of vector triples between base space and reciprocal space
have been set up in an earlier paper!!, where the use of the matrix

which is the square root of the metric g;; = (a;a;) is used to establish
an orthogonal matrix intermediate between the base and reciprocal
lattices. The use of general roots of the same matrix will provide a
continuous sequence of lattices between these two limits. Such
matrices do not lead to a periodic group, although it is possible to
construct a periodic transformation of this general type. Details of
these questions must be left to a later publication.
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Appendix
Hermite functions

The Hermite functions”? ¢, (xx) may be defined by means of the
generating function

S(ax, 8) = exp [3 «2x? — (xx — s)?] = exp [— $ 2a? + 2x8 — 8?]

= X Nypn(ax)s"|n (A1)
m=0

in which the normalizing constant N, is given by

N2 = |/z 2"! )a (Ala)

From this result it is not difficult to prove that these functions are
normal and orthogonal over the range — o &lt; x &lt; oo ie. that

f'Pmlaæ) p,(ox) dx = 0, m # n; =1,m=n. (A2)

In this paper we are interested in expansions of functions of two

variables in terms of products of the Hermite functions of these
variables i. e. we wish to consider double series of the type

m,n=0

It then follows from (A1) that the Fourier coefficients A, Of the
expansion are to be obtained from

f Hæ,y) S(œy, s) T(ax,t)dady = EE Am N5N,s"t"|m\n! (Ad)
m,n=0

in which T'(œy, t) is defined as in (A 1).
In the evaluation of integrals which arise from (À 4) we need the

integral

[= [[explA(2®+ y?) + 2 Bay + 2 C(xs + yt) — (s* + #)] dxdy
= n(A? — B?)-3 exp {[2 BC?st — (4? — B? + AC?)(s? + #)]/

(42— Ba. (A5)

In this paper we emphasize series of the type (A3) which are
diagonalized, i.e. for which 4,,, = 0 for m # n. For such cases the
relation

A2 — B? + AC? — | (A 6)

must hold between the constants of (A 5) and the integral I takes on

the special value

[, — [x/C(— A)*1 exp (— 2Bst/A). (A 7)
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‘professor Norbert wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
vambridge, Massachusetts

vear rrofessor Wiener:

I am writing in behalf of the Old South Seminar, the young
adult group at Old South Church (Congregational, in Boston.
ile would be most appreciative if you would give us a LS minute:
one hour talk on Sunday, March 13 or sunday, Fay 15, 1960 at
7:30 P.M. Hiss Claire Anne Weiman spoke to you about this
a few days ago on campus, and you very kindly consented to
her request, I think it only right, however, to ask you again
by letter,

We would be thrillsd to have you speak on the general topic
of man's moral responsibility in the field or science. Your
excellent book "The Tempter" has aroused much interest in the
problems involved in this area,as far as we young working people
are concerned,

Margaret Kruger has spoken to me many times of your very fine
personal qualities, and I assure you we would be deeply apprec-
lative of your giving a bit of your vsluable time and insights
to our groupe

For your information, our group is composed of approximately
three hundred members; some graduate students and many working
young people who are college graduates. In our Sunday evening
meetings we have been considering the problems of religious and
moral responsibility in all aspects of our lives, vocations
and professions. We have, sadly enough, neglected the field
of science in our considerations, and we feel that you are tre
perfect person toc enlighten us in this area,

I look forward to hearing from you soon, and T thank you for
your consideration of our re”

- A -
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORN.A

DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS

BERKELEY 4, CALIFORNIA
4.04-00 December 23, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener‘

I have taken the liberty of designating you as a
reference in my application for a Research Professor-
ship in the Miller Institute for Basic Research in
Science (a University of California Institute) for the
year 1961-62. Here enclosed is a copy of the Descrip-
tion of Research Program which I sent with the applica-
tion, and a copy of R. G. D. Allen's review of my
article, which I also submitted in support of my
application. I believe the Miller Institute will
contact you for a recommending letter, for which I
shall be very grateful to you.

Best wishes to you and your wife for a bright
and happy New Year.

Sincerelv.

rankin

EWB :hh

Encl.



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR

December 25,1959

Professor Norbert Wiener

Institute Professor,c o Dept. of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 33, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

This summer, from June 13 through June 24, the
University of Michigan will be holding a Summer Conference
Course on "Programming Concepts, Automata, and Adaptive
Systems”. I would like to invite you to give a series of
five one-hour lectures during one of the two weeks of the
course.

The purpose of this Conference Course will be to bring
together men doing advanced research in the Communication
Sciences area, in order to present to the students (research
vorkers from industrial, government, and university laboratories)
the latest advances and give to them an understanding of the
implications of these advances. Among the other invited
speakers are Professor Arthur Burks, Dr. C. Y. Lee, Professor
Alan Perlis and Dr. Oliver Selfridge.

For your lectures the University will be able to pay a
total of $750 for an honorarium and expenses.

If you can accept and if you have a preference for one

of the two weeks I will try to arrange the scheduling accordingly.
We should like notes on the lectures in advance so that they
can be distributed to the students; notes that you have already
prepared or reprints of articles will suffice. One or two
copies of the material should reach us by April 1 to allow
time for retyning and duplication.

If there is any further information you would like, I
would be happy to furnish it. So that the program can be
settled in advance of January 15, an early reply would be
appreciated.

[ hove very much that vou can particivate., Professor Wiener --

X A

f JL)
John H. Holland
Course Chairman
Logic of Computers Group
L001 Angell Hall

PTT



Professor Norber Wiener
+

Mass. institute of lechnolosy
beston

Montréal,december 23,1959

Dear Professor:

I hove you have received my 5th letter.

Now,the secret is gone.

Why God has made me so big a killer?

his is the final judgment,the general

Ged speaks to children in dreams.

“ood holidays snd harny New Year

purial.

ier trulf yours
a

34234 Jeanne Mance

Montreal



H =7 2,

A =n'} =40*43.2 5120 square units

STZ 807=6400 sg. uch.
6400 - 517C =17?e0 = gx

Xx =178C:g =16C saure units

D X - 240 _3
y =400 - 160 =240 square units 5 X 7160 75

16y 48x =16 x 240 + 2 XI60 =3240 +1280 = 5120 sq. units =A

l6y +16x =3240 + 2560 = S'-6400 square units

Az 7,2 x 37" 3276,8 sjuare units.

 Wr 64*=4096 square units.
40906 — 3276.8 —&amp;l9,2 — ag

z —819,2 : 8 =102,4 square units.

h +2 =256 3h =256 - 102.4 =153,6 sq.units

16h +162 =2457.6 +1638.4 = 4096 = u&gt;

I6h + 8z =2457.6 4 819.2 =3276.&amp; squere units
—

Az 24*; 3,2 = 1843,29 square units

8: = 42% =2304 square units

2304 — 1g43,2 —460,8 — ay

w — 460,828 : 2 =57.6 ; N =l44 — 57.6 -26,4 Sg. units

1bn +23w = 1380.4 4 460.8 = 1843,92 squere units = A

A+ AA 2; 3076.8 +1843.2 =5100

(From my book — no nublished ~— "ihe exact calculeticn of T

(Un not print without the written Permission ef the author)



WeS.Amberson
Waynesboro Pa.
December 28 1959.

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Prof.of liath.
Mass, Inst. echnology.

Dear Doctor;-

On reading the account cf recentr reports of tue
Electronic Bræin and the rapid action in computation I wish to
say the merits 0“ t:e machine seem beyond all humen under-
standing, However we do have those clever money eaters the Pin
Ball Machines very complicated in results.

jy question is how far do the mathamal£cians go
today in reckoning our economy via electronic formulae?

In adderssing you I fear I may be asking for it.
some sort of rebuff for the reason I may rate only as an expert
rather than a certified sublic accountant and have no place in
the society of extraordianary matBEameticians. This fact is not
o hindrance to my thinking I once met Mir Einstein and kr Pupin
the Scientist. My family nave lived on American Soil 1700 -59
in the twentieth Century, to see the deve lopement through a few
generations .

Like Huxley tne Essayist I have aspired to Journal-
ism without any recognition by the society. I have tnere-fore
vri ten an essay called Sunday at Home.

I =m enclosing this document fcr your perusal and
comment without oblicating you in any manner end I trust you
will be generous enough to treat me gently if I am encroacning u
upon you time.

I am seeking an outlet for the writing,«to date not
having sny one willing to publish the raw statements,

This refers to a scientific test as well as an
economic caleulation and I trust you will find time to read it
or have it read by some of the persons interested in our National
Economie problem and its solution. Perhaps tne “mechanical Brain
eccuid sclve the problem.

ishing you the greeting 0° the New Year I am

¥ é 45 \7 \J { ) S+ m vru. ‘ ‘ urs

[28 West *ain St. %eneAMberson
A AK oA

*



SundayatHome.
BY, a

‘aynesboro Pa.
December 28 1959.

It is said;" It is fashionable to remain at home these
Days". Stæange to say Sunday may be excepted, as so many of us
drive to the place of our own choice good and bad alike. A few
millions of us may either by necessity or by choice rest at home.
This fact:-becomes of interest to our friends and neighbors to
inquire abcut the whys and wherefores which hold so many persons
to their own fire-sides. An answer could follow as ; I like T.V.
Other wise some may say; We have T.V. but I am fed up on the show
I seldome look at if.

Relating the experience of a man with an averred flare for
Sports weatner and news all of which have a reaction to thé mind
and some times tough the heart the Sunday Program con sisting of
Sermons from the hills.valleys ,and mountains,cities, towns and
other wise isolated missions in distant places accomsanied with
songs ,testimony and thanksgiving,benedictions and blessings has
an appeal and furnishes a contact rare and many times profitable.

While Sermons may be found either in the synagog or on the
Ball field,discussions of public affairs by highly trained students
on a panel,by skilled news men,, Senators and statesmen,on various
channels well arrangedon a time schedule. If tne audience is truly
interested in getting some stimulus to his brain he finds it in
hese special feature broadcasts.

That wnich is said:may please and displease, stir the mind
to straight thinking or disturb it to some adverse ideas. News
at all times is mostly shocking tales of disaster, distress,
murder, rapine, and disorder as in the regions of a Steel strike.
je get what we pay for and no more, is the conclusion whether we
ask for it or note. Those sitting at home may find it difficult to
cet away from tne house and the diversion afforded by tne Orators.

Specific programs ss of yesterday furnish a premise for a
comment without criticism and one is able to say; The panel sets
up some very intelligent man and women ,all of them sble to ask
some pertinent ocuestions and furnish soem plausible answers.

Sut yesterday we had the President of tne American Bankers
Association with a panel of students of economy and banking or
just human relations. The most significant statement made, was
both enlightening and practical I cannot quote it but give my
interpretation of the Association Presidents answer, as follows
Je do not base our objective of the law of supply and demand
nor on the rates of interest but rather on the lending of maney
to persons under terms to assure a return of the money with int.
The Banker is nandligthe funds of other people and is pledged
bo return it to their customers.

When we switch over to the News men touching on tae news
from all countries our thoughts become focuses upon the economic
race between nations. After all is said and we sum up the talk
we find that while the news men have been in the field in each
country the news tends toward,Dogma,pbroohesy, propaganda inducive
to lead the readers into the positive line of thinking either to
tne rignt or to the left.

If we turn from the T.V. and read a journal we find that
marta mn does have « aarnand entra under arecanra ro de amd +
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Lake 2 publis confeesicu,. Editors are not exempt from this
feature and we find the confession written cut i. sduln verde
tie big lle Les been used. Both politicians znd economiste
admit this is true, and the éditor sitting on the green carpet
deplores tne nakedness of children and the condition of people
living in mud huts, in the hottests climate in all the world.
This pitous condition extant as it is gives rise tc the value
of tne Dollar at home and abroad, feeding the hungy from the
common kettle is a matter of debate as many demand Caviar while
so many have no meat and potatoes.

A solution is offered calling for a master plan while
the Kings Princes and Potentates all agree Communism is not
desirable *arksism and Capitalism are obsolete and socialism is
tne only avenue of escape. A no , tax plan. but where is the money
bo come from. This idea calls for a dictatorship pver all.

Taking a view of the common market after hearing all
te talk by the paid for breadcasters including the plug in
comments we admit only this subject must be treated on the level
of a scientis$toto show what inflation and deflation means.

taking a test tube bent as a U, we fill the thbe partly
full of mercury and find that the M rises to a common level on
each side of the U.and remain in equilibrium. The only way it
is disturbed is by applying force by some one having the power tc
use the force. Tnus the M is distmrbed in two ways first by
applying force by using a plunger the M is forced down on one
side it rises on the otherside to a height equal to the loss
on tne other side, whenthe pressure is removed it returns to the
common level but if the plunger is pulled further the mercury is
lifted to another level causing a drop on the other side.

This permits saying; inflation is caused by tne applica-
tion of an out side force by some one in power.

1t is obvious if a game of ball is played, the winner
takes the gate receipts and the loosers g0 poor. tne looser is
often barred from any further participation in the game.

The master plan seems to be a solution but some ask
Where is the money to come from, and what the tax pate. Must
we borrow to live and who will lend te money tc a DOCT man.

The question is; what about our credit « the banker
discussed the subject from this stand point, the *olitician
takes refuge in the region of “efense and tne Billions needed
to give the skilled workers em&gt;loyment.

We do not sanction iddeness’ignorsnce, nor crime but
we do tolerate brutality, special favors, fraternal ties,
political slates, and fixed elections. Extortions and court
trials.

Tf the “ews is correctly reported Pensons are costly
dealth Insurance resting in Blue Cross, Farm subsidies in the
balance Freight rates up for debate nad defense appropriations
in cuestion. The Broadcasters inquire will the economy keep ur
and it appears there is a thin thread of fear running down the
spine of most workers.

_ gevamoling the Economy without disturbing “asnagement
Bankino an the Iahor Union leaves us to dream a bit ahont the



Tne master plan with a credit card for each adult citizen
which of ccurse is not a matter of fundssbut a matter of the
Credit Iiability set up ageinst the Abundance required to
permit an estimated level for the economy desired.

Money in cireulatin is far better than money in reserve
vaults, and tne idea of co-operation must prevaill over competetion
is a social equilibriom is desired, ta xation reduced and the
Federal,State and Local governments evoke the will of the people.

If we remain in the state of selfish processes we must
still haggle and heckle over the wages paid to steel men and all
skilled workers, and reast under the tricks of tne money collecto-
rs, beggars and pan handlers.

We are advised the elaction Yampaign ahead present a
few names of men popular among the party leaders and seemingly
agreeable to the voting party members; but it 1s not evident that
a platform is mentioned, "e may know who but we do not know for
what we may be asked to vote. If we remove tne blind fold
from the eyes of the voting citizens perhaps we could see the
credit balance as the Iibilities we must meet if we are to
enjoy a relief from the ideas of Applied force by tne special
powerful agents holding positions and directing the movements in
tne Common Markets.



From B Herrod &amp; 70 years self-education when I could not reconcile our status
with schooling in many forms such as news-business &amp; your thoughtlessness, quoted
hy them!

Oakland Calif 850 6th ave Dec 28 '59.

Dr "einer (Imwise mob-reaction to clipping adversely affects us all, my plaint)

Your first lapse init is in saying mankind COULD BNCOME slaves---when we

all are slaves of the suicidal-conspiracy that subjucated, regiments &amp; robbed us

of natural rights for business, its Kingpin, to exploit every way possible! Thus

in your thoughtlessness you deceived by omission &amp; news-business gladly qunted vor

That is why business of MIT does not try to show that the origin &amp; pur-

pose of civilization &amp; institutions such as itself justifies them! As you are

aware, it 1s nature that we develope physically &amp; mentally from action &amp; wa

weazen from inaction! We all are equipped to naturally act for ourselves &amp; to

develope thereby as did our first parents &amp; as do other land-animals UNCIVILIZED!

hen machines act for us &amp; we weazen thereby, they are unnatural &amp; inanimate

Frankensteins &amp; your error is in attributing THE NATURE of their long ranged wisd-

om! But these errors only scratch the surface of your thoughtlessness!

"hen I was supposed to learn by listening to unwarranted doctrines by the

thoughtless that conflicted they merely made me skeptical! As they conflicted

within nations &amp; between nations, the vast majority of their listeners reflected

their conflict in countless ways until the attrition destroyed everything, léavins

the earth dotted with barren-wastes, ONCE CIVILIZED! By thoughtlessness &amp; defeat-

ism, TIME CAPSULES anticipate COMPLETE DESTRUCTION of USA &amp; other nations! From

that conflict with their own kind, dictinctive to we civilized land-animals, that

honey-combs society statistics show that everything is being destroyed faster and

in greater scope than ever before when a FORCED-INCREASE in population FOR MORE

FOR BUSINESS to exploit, needs everything more than ever before! The end-result,

all that counts, is shockingly obvious to those that want to see, the pitifully

few able to think &amp; accept vital &amp; hideous reality when it discredits false-

loctrines &amp; beliefs with which the;UNTHINKING MAJORITY is inoculated by schooling

You were inoculated when you chose feather-bedded servitude &amp; thereby

impudently impugn that infinite wisdom the* *°” not create nut firs* parents as
gaervante n~~ as master tharanf! Annenftsan- “Prag Par he anion!a =



Adding needless confirmation &amp; discounted by schooling, a family is a COM-

PLETE SPECIES &amp; naturally an INDEPTNDTM™ ENTITY like our first one &amp; like the

wiser bear's that owes nothing to other then itself &amp; needs no aid such as school

ing &amp; its betrayal of victims is purported to be to the civilized family! Thus

servitude with no plée in nature or reason was as repulsive to our earliest &amp; FRE"

antecedents as it would be to the wiser bear! But by subjugating &amp; reglmenting

them by ruthless mob-action conspiracy forced servitude without which we could not

be explecited on them, As remuneration for instrumenting conspiracy, feather-beddec

servitude is delegated power over people sans thelr consent, engendering righteous

resentment &amp; inviting retaliation until everything is destroyed! "here mine is

this informative reality, not to rock the boat of a sinking society, it is harm-

ful by the unthinking majority! It is schobled to justify steppingonfacesof

the minority to its sorrow as it is vulnerable to a stronger &amp; more ruthless mob,

just what USA fears in Russia &amp; what Latin-America feared in USA when Nixon was

mobbed by TRADITIONAL STUDENT REVOLT the cause of which schooling refuses td try

to explain! It feels that the less said on the subject the less likely are its

dupes to get wise! (You can refute this by sending me your explanation).

Here 1s the proper one! Since conspiracy devised institutions to act for &amp;

provide for us for a price the cumilative weazening from inaction leaves us ADULT

able to propagate at IO to I3 but unfit otherwise! As the dominating &amp; unfit

ma jority belittles &amp; condemns these teen-age ADULTS to a resented-category of

CHILDREN that distinctive problem is compounded when students reflect ruthless

mob-action by their own kind &amp; smash schools, etc, to retaliate! Not being civili

ed, other land-animals never form mobs to abuse &amp; kill their own kind as we are

forced to do or to pay for by civil government, an inanimate Frankenstein]

"ith the ultimate in power over people, sans their consent, a tàèp-echelon

is so incapable of rational recourse in quarrels with counterparts that it resort

to mass-murder instead, disregarding that murder in any degree is repulsive to

people as it could have ended mankind in its incipiency, Just as that mass-rurder

threatens to exterminate mankind today! Of course it has to b&gt; guarded to keep

from being killed by resentful retaliation, reflecting its murderous proclivity!

Tt makes law tp execute the individuel for ite own erime of mass-murder in lessar

dl aywan ?. en LV ~~ oA - A nHMATA 2 iL m + Pre net AsianssFa HhHac+t{$a017;?*+



Furthurmore, if not diverted from it by schooling you. should be aware that

as the world's people only know of most of their counterparts elsewhere by hearsa:

they have no reason for hating them or for quarrels, issues &amp; least of al the

FURPOSE when formed into murderous mobs by Frankenstein governments &amp; forced to

kill or to pay for killing their inoffensive counterparts! That as premediated

mob-rmrder is not indigenous to them, they naturally hate &amp; fear it, masked as

civil, religious &amp; foreign war! By themselves? Mo! By conspiracy that uses them

in it for murderous-theft &amp; subjugation of lands &amp; people for more for business t-

exploit, consummating that PURPOSE! Thus democracy vs communism is a diversionary

&amp; fake issie to enlist stronger mobs of dupes by consriracies, one to henge onto

lands &amp; people stolen &amp; purchased all over the globe &amp; the other to steal them &amp;

even those thieving nations themselves! People are taxed an enormous sum so State

D&amp;partments can poison themselves with booze &amp; become the world's drunken-drivers

In one of many ways people are debased &amp; degraded to make them easier for

schooling to hoax &amp; for business to exploit business creates that booze &amp; govern-
equal
gxzr 1 aonb worsement licenses it to poison the people! The resulting traval °°

than it is from war! But even so, to debase thes quality of the $train the BEST

YOUNG BROODSTOCK is sacrificed as a DISPANSARBRLE MINORITY even denied its natural

right to live in UNIVERSAL SERVICE as tho all CREATION was equally DEGENERATE,

killing the young to spare the ageAfW0OWER!

It is of ominous-signifigance that as people hate &amp; fear war they are taxed

for futile expedients to END IT with business the only medium to profit from it &amp;

from those expedients! Double-shotting the turn! Only the pitifully fer able to

think reality that as the world's people hate &amp; fear war they could end it BY DO-

ING NOTHING TO AID IT, the way other &amp; wiser land-animals AVOID mass-killing of

thelr own kind! As MIT like religion is business, with business establishments,

business executives &amp; business treasuries, that simple solution is obnoxious to

both &amp; even when I reminded them of it they refused tn disseminate it, betraving

selves, society &amp; posterity if that folly leaves anv this time! As news-business
ing

quoted you in tacitly approv: w.r I will be intereted to see if ic quotes you in

that solution for war, but wont hold mv breathe until either does! HaHa, If that

machine is an hrasr ac tn Iiaaceminat~ thet anlutinn ita my idea that it will he
mers TYTN YT ATTYAa ® ap ann wa A MA CN ang) TEL,de ala eb a
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Systems Develofhmen VS
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY ee CULVER CITY &gt; CALIFORNIA

Telephones: EXmont 8-2711 - UPton 0-7111
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December 28, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Professor of Mathematics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Attached is a print which I thought you would en:-v having since
it is such a good likeness.

I hope you had a very pleasant Holiday. We have been watching
the comments about the weather you have been having -- winter

certainly has settled her icy fingers on the east early this
year.

Good luck to vou for the New Year

Very gfr~-m "rr,

«
A

4
i

Advane- 3 Sein "le BEduta.



rrof. Norbert Wiener

Mass, Institute of Lechnelegy

Besten

dentreal ,december 23,1959

Dear Prefessor:

l hope you have received my bth letter.

As you can see,the exaxt calculation of JI is not @ jecke.
Lhe impossible has been dene.

Nebedy can make the impossible.

lhe exact calculation of was not immossible.

Lhe possible has been dons.

it is impossible that N be an irratienal number.

athematicians made the impossible.

lL have done the pessible

You have all you need in erder te understand that N =3.2.

Jon't exvect mere letters.

Yours = try”
A

y

 ar
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4 on &lt;= got

32H = 64%

245Ÿz4gt

7 e)  -__ex
 ALU

= 82

2er
—

be" ~ aw -64” - ez - 20° _8x_
ar = 357 = 10%

2304_-3x_4096—8z- 6400-ex
576 T IC24 — 16C0

(Ive values of x,y,z,h,% and n were given to yeu in the

last letter)



Vividing by 2:

288=Ww212- =z _gUl0-x
77 - 128 = 200

dakins the cress-»roduct e* vie first and second members .:

76864 - I28w =36864 - 72%

56864 — 36864 =I28w - 122

128 - 72% =0

[28w —722

Z
—

—

+
Fei

substituting w by its value:

128 X 57.6 — {212,8 _

this was the value ebtained fer Ww

N = 12z
128

Substituting z by its value:

 12 x 102.4 -7372.8 _., ,
128 128 Les

Ihe values of z „nA w are the reel ones.

lou are really dead, Archimedes.



26g —-_ x _ 800 - x
72 - 500

38 x 200 — 200w =T72

57600 - 200w =57600 — 72x

72x — 200w — U

72x — 200w

-. 200w
X — 775

fhe valus ebtained for w is

200 6. II520 _
00 837.6 11520 z160

27,6

This was the value obtained fer X

200

- 12_X160
200

— 11520 _

00. =91.6

All is in werfect order,



212 - z 200_-x
122 = 200

512 X 200 — 200z =12g XgulL .

[02400 - 2007, —=102400 LPC )

ZU

[28x — 200z =u

[28x =200¢

_ 128x
2 =%00

Ihe value of x is 160

, — 128X160
Z = "77200

_ 20480
200

= 107.4

_ 200z
 = Toa

- 200 X102,4 — 20880 _
= TA ae — 158 = 160

Archimedes,shanks,doctortferguson,rftolemy,Vega,Vietaetc.etc.
Forgive me,l didn't want te kill you.

UN A To Ave auf ud test free Ho

A Aa Golem aCT us IK 7”



COMITATO NAZIONALE PER LE RICERCHE NUCLEARI

SCUOLA DI PERFEZIONAMENTO IN FISICA TEORICA E NUCLEARE

NAPOLI - Mostra d’ Oltremare, Pad. 19 - Telef. 303514

 1.29 Dicembre 195.9

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts.

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have received your letter of December 4 with great
rleasvre, as it confirms your intended visit to Naples, to which
we are lookirg with great expectation.

The time you suggest for your visit suits perfectly our
own academic schedule, which, as you know, begins usually with No-
vember, and will start next Fall in advance, as we shall hold the
annual congress of the Italian Physical Society in Naples from Sep-
tember 29 until October 4th. As for the duration of your stay, it
will be entirely of your choice, our only wish being that it mey be
as long as possible.

We hope that you will consider Mrs. Wiener and yourself
as guests of our Institute. You shall be entirely free of dispos-
ing of your time as it will suit you best; we shall be of course
eager to hear your lectures and to have your advice, but you will
be the one to decide their number and schedule. We do not certainly
wish to overburden, or even to burden, you in any way.

As for the matter of the expenses, I see no problem on
our side in refunding the fare of Mrs. Wiener to and from the U.S.
as a part of our contribution to your personal expenses; we shall be
indeed very glad to do so. My Institute will, in addition, pay to
you an honorarium of 400.000 lire per month for the period of your
stay; please consider this figure merely as a refund of your expen-
ses, for which it will certainly suffice, and not as a salary of
any sort, for which I do not think any figure at our scale would Le
adequate.



I shall be in the States around June, and I shall not
fail to pay you a visit so that we may discuss our prograns in

further detail. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to let
me know any wishes you may have in this connection.

Finally, I should like to thank you for your novel,
which I have received and greatly appreciated. It is not befitting
that I express to you my admiration for the purity of your style,
because, as a foreigner, J am not a qualified judge; I have received
in its full strength, the message your work purports to convey to
the younger generations, and am sure that it will be a useful lesson
to many, a subject for meditation to all.

Please accept with Mrs. Wiener my best wishes for a

happy New Year.

Sincerely,
2

Caianiello
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December 29, 1959

Dr, Norbert Wiener
‘athematics Department
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sambridege, Massachusetts

Jear Dr. Wiener:

I thought you would be interested in seeing the
enclosed copy of Newsweek's January lith issue which includes
a Science story concerning your work on electronic brain
machines.

The report begins on page 5h, and I hope you enjoy
reading it.

Sincerely yours,

Thelma Hepburn
Public Relations
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EASTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

CARL H. RUSH
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY - BALTIMORE 18, MARYLAND

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
December 30, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am writing to tell you about a series of seminars to be held in New York City
this coming winter and spring at the residence of Mrs. William Hale Harkness on
topics connected with relations between science, philosophy and the arts. I
hope that you may be interested and able to attend some or all of these meetings.
The idea for these meetings originated in discussions between Mrs. Harkness,
Dr. F.S.C. Northrop, Dr. Henry Margenau, Dr. F. L. Kunz and myself in which
we have been exploring relationships between concepts in the theory of relativity,
quantum mechanics and information theory on the one hand, and aspects of form in
philosophy, music and art. We feel that there is a core of thinking which binds
all these different disciplines far more closely together than is generally
appreciated. This approach also provides a path to a much deeper understanding
of both the convergent and divergent elements in world cultures today. It is
especially illuminating for the relations between thought and feeling in the
Eastern and Western parts of the world.

Because of the critical tensions in world relationships, we feel that it is
especially important to do everything possible to get a fuller understanding
of the intercultural relations at the level of fundamental ideas and perspectives.
Although this may seem an overly academic approach, ideas have impacts and con-
sequences at practical levels in the long run. We believe that the new concepts
today in scientific thinking offer profoundly new approaches to understanding
in philosophy and the arts and, through this, to deeper understanding of cultural
and world relationships.

The dates for the seminars are:

January 1° Professor Northrop
March 4 Professor Andrews
April 1 Professor Margenau
May 6 Dr. Kunz

The seminars will be held at the residence of Mrs. Harkness, Penthouse A, Hotel
Westbury, Madison Avenue at 69th Street, New York City on Friday Evenings at
8 p.m. Mrs. Harkness has asked me to say that she will be happy to have you
spend the night at the Hotel Westbury as her guest.

We all hope that you can join with us in these discussions. As the accommodations
are limited, we are inviting only about twenty-five persons, and we will be grateful
if you can let us know as soon as possible whether you can attend the seminar
on January fifteenth. A fund has been provided to cover transportation costs for
zuests from out-of-town.

Sincerelv vours,

RE
Done _a H. Andrews

R MM Raker Pro feccor of Chemistry
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KEYES C. GAYNOR
CONSULTING ENGINEER

421 BENSON BLDG.

Sioux CITY. IOWA
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3 James Street
Auburn, Malne
December 70, 19050

or. Norbert Wiener
Mass, Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass

Dear Dr. Wiener

[ have read in the paverg about the checker vlaying computer,

[f this computer is sc advanced why can't it be used in a
better way such as finding the exact amount of a personal
nearing loss and report just how a hearing aid should be made
to make up that loss? It might even revort as to rather an
yneration would correct the hearines loss.

[ wore a hearing aid for 3 months but it is now in the bureau
jraw. Hearing tests are pretty crude compared tn what this
somputer could do.

Now there is a humane problem and I hope to read that work 1s
being done along those lines.

[ have always liked the little story of the scientist who went
ahead and did something and then learned that it was supvosed
ro be impossible.



Conover-Mast Publications

20 5 EAST 42n0 STREET: NEW YORK 17, N Y.

TEL. MURRAY HILL 99-3250

December 30, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute
Cambridge, Massachusetts

of Technology

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thank you so very much for your kind letter and the summary of
your proposed article, I have not answered you in detail before
this, because I hoped to see you in Chicago. Unfortunately it was
necessary to cancel my trip to Chicage so that I was deprived of
hearing your speech, which must have been very interesting according
bo newspeper account - and, of coursc, because your could not meske
any other kind of speech, (As most of my friends, asscciates = and
enemies = will testify, I am not given to empty pleasantries, But
I have read your bocks over and over, and I find every time I read
them the most exciting ideas.)

I would like to write this letter very frankly, and trust that
you will regerd it as completely confidential, For this reason I
am typing it myself, and ask you to overlook my inadequacies in the
Nperation of a tywpeuritere

First of all, and I mean this sincerely, the summary of your article
is very exciting, I believe wholeheartedly that this is exactly what
our readers need to be told, As a matter of fact, it is because I
believe so strongly that such ideas, knowledge, and information needs
to be widely disseminated that I am working for a publisher, I also
want you to know that our editor, Mr, Oliver, has read your summary
with great interest; however, not being very much in contact with
Lhe world of Cybernetics and computing machines he feels that the
surmary is too advanced to be understood without a great deal of
background material, Mr, Oliver has been editor of ELECTRICAL MANU.
FACTURING for many years, and his knowledge of our readership is
far greater than mine, But that is obvious, On the bther hand,
it is my function on the staff of this magazine to present the sub-
ject to our readership and to act as consultant to the editorial
staff, This function cen only be fulfilled by leading the staff
and the readership gently to the fountain and showing them the ex-
hilarating effects they might find if they can be persuaded to
take a nip, Such gentleness and caution is quite foreign to my
innate personality, but I know (intellectuslly) = although I am
not velways able to act accordingly = that it is important, vital,
for success, May I digress for a moment and tell you a little about
myself, in order to explain whp I feel so strongly about this article
and consider it so vital to make it meaningful to our unsephisticated

MILL &amp; FACTORY » PURCHASING + BUSINESS / COMMERCIAL AVIATION « CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

VOLUME FEEDING MANAGEMENT + SPACE,/ AERONAUTICS CONOVERMAST PURCHASING DIRECTORY

FI ECTRIC A MANIIFACTIIRING ~ROATI!ING INDIQTRQvv



readership? And may I also say, that I am not in any way, patronizing.
But I do feel that in a field as rapidly expanding as this whole wast
area that 1s the foundation of the 2nd industrial revolution there
is always the danger that those who are not (at least not yet) directly
and actively involved are so completely outsida that ît is difficult
for any "insider" = even one on the periphery, as I am = to realize

thé the uninitiated Know nothing, or worse than nothing, they have
been blied by dense blocks of norsensicel misinformation, And
this is an age characterized by sm fast communication, so that mis-
information, no matter how ndnsensical, is spread so fast and so
widely, that it is abrerbed without an, Jiltering by people's common-
sense, Add to this the semantic problems, the creation of a terminolpgy
that makes real communication difficult even among scientists, let
alone between scientists and laymen,

Without taking your time with too much detail about my own back
ground and experience, I would like to mention briefly how I arrived
at my present position, I did all my undergraduate work at Oxford
without giving much theught to engineering, electronics, cybernetics,
and only a little to mathematics. But I did know since I was 8 years
old exactly what I wanted to do, I wanted to write. Later on, of
course, it occurred to me that "writing" is simplyamethod, and that
the important thing one needs to know is what one wants to write,
I found a great many subjects I wanted to write about, Above 211
writing = it seems to me = must have the object of communicating
something to the reader which stimulated him emotionally, intellec-
buslly, or preferably in both ways, I was very interested (and most
unsuccessful) in politics and the sccial sciences, I was active
and I wrote and spoke a great deal, but I doubt whether I ever
communicated very much, Now I think that the reason I was so
unsuccessful was that I assumed that people listened to me, or
read what I wrote because they varted to have thelr opinions elisrngeds
I submitted liberal opinions to the editors of conservative magazines,
and found it a dreadful shock that the editors of the Saturday Evening
Post printed the same nonsensical and obsclete material not because
they don't know there is another side, but because they don't want
bo know, nor do they want to disseminate any such knowledge.

I think that the besetting sin of this age is indifference together
with its spouse inertia, And I seem to run into this unattractive
pair at every turn, I had always been interested in writing fiction -
once, when I was very young, I sold a short story to the Atlantic,
From then en I thought that if I could just learn to write well, I
could have my work published, and communicate in articles as well
as fiction, I am a very prolific writer = but not much got into
print, In fact, I soon found out (by writing a tongue-in-cheek
narody on one of the Women's magazine shortstories and selling it
For a good price) that nobody wanted to publish what I wanted to
Say, but that I had no trouble getting what I considered real drivel
published, I am ashamed to admit I have done a good bit of that =
sometimes because I rationalized that one could disguise something
zood in a lot of drivel, and usually because I had to earn a living.
I wrote every imaginable type of story, and dreadful television scripts.
Only very rarely could I get anything into print or onto a screen that
did not make me vince when I saw ita

Freelance writing, even before I could not stand the garbage
anv langer. is a nrecarions way ta earn a livine for aneself and



and a young child, and after my divorce I did not want to depend on it
Tor more that the gravy, and I earned my living by writing public relations
releases, To cut a long story short, I found myself handling the account
of an electronics firm (excuse the jargon) and became fascinated o I
started to take courses, finally worked for a degree in Electrical Engi-
neering, took some graduate mathematics, and have been working with
computers ever since, I had all sorts of jobs working with digital
computers, as an engineer, systems analyst, but I was primarily interested
in writing about this fascinating field, TI seemed so obvious to me
that we are on the threshold of a new era with tremendous potential
*or unheard-of standards of living (I don't mean this from the gadget-
point-of-view) but also the danger of abject degradation, When I first
read your books I was elabèd to find that so eminent a scientist saw
so clearly what I had only perceived vaguely, I am afraid I quoted
vou incessantlyve

For several years I have made every efforfi to communicate what seems
to me the most important aspects of the new scientific and technolegical
jevelopments, I cannot think of anything more important than te éo
sverything I can do to increase the awareness and interest in phenomena
that are already in such evidence and that must surely - for good or
evil = completely embroil every human being in the near future, But
the lack of interest is stabgering. I have spoken at the most hetero-
genuvss array of organizations, I have introduced the material im
adult education courses, I had a small (and quite ignominious) part
in Ed Morrow's widely publisized television show, which was tagged
the the unfortunate title: "Automation =Weal or Woe", or something
equally inane, I have written = reams and reams (and published only
the most pedestrian or purely technical material). I have tried
to interest labor leaders, businessmen, housewives, students, teen-
agers, and = above all =~ engineers, The indifference of enginee's
[ have found most disappointing, Year after year I attend numerous
conferences in the hope of hearing a single paper on the most vital

subject, or interesting a single person, This morning I received
a letter from Bernard Penson (of Benson-Lehner)whoisoneof the
very few in the field who shares my interest and concern, descri-
hing the same staggering lack of interest, He makes the discouragingly
true statement: "If you were to evaluate 10,000 papers given by
scientists (concerned directly with computing machines), it would
ve very interesting to see how many were concerned with this sub-
ject, Myxxwmxs I am guessing that it would be less than 10.P

Te sum up the Beaction I have observed: (1) a shrug of indifference
(particularly from engineers and scientists in the field), (2) come
plete bafflement and disbelief, (3) fear -:of the vague and helpless
sort, and similar responses (if one can call these responses), What
I have rarely found (and I bm happy to say that my husband, a layman
as far as engineering and computing machines are concerned, is ene
of the rare exceptions) is a sense of responsibility, the understanding
that it is his (or her) concern what sort of world we are creating.
You say in your Introduction to Cybernetics that labor unions are

"totally unprepared te enter inte the Targer political, technical,
sociological, and economic questions which concern the very existance
sf labore" That was written by you in 197. And in 1959 this is
(unfortunately, as I am sure you will agree) still true, My experience
has been se similar a decade after you wrote those words, I found
Reuther interested = I have a file of material he sent me, concerned
with Automation and Labor = but TI see no evidence that the unions are



doing anything te help their membership understand these phenomena,

I have just re-read your Introduction te De metLe8 written in
1947, and I am wondering how you feel about Bhe "very slight hope"
you had then, Has your hope been rewarded, and do you feel more
confident now? Your speach st the AAAS in Chicage (from the garbled
version in the New York papers) seems to indicate that you have = at
least = not given up all hope completely yet, Fob myself, I must
admit that I am considerably less eptimistie than I was in 1947,
At that time = and for many years afterwards = I had unshakeable
(so I thought then) faith in the educability of human beings, I
thought that all human beings are basically reasonable, thought
often misguided and ignorant, and that = if only they all had the
physical strangth and the leisure to learn - they would eagerly
œuire all the knowledge they could find,

At this time, I am still clinging tenaciously te my faith in
human beings, and whereas I reluctantly admit that those whose
"opinions" are molded by the National Association of Manufacturers
and the Saturday Evening Post are probably unwilling and unable to
learn anything at all, (Erewhon, The Brave New World, and 198} seem
uncomfertably clese) I de believe some can beinterested and Stie
mulated to think and realize their respensibilities, When I was
offered an associate editorship on ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING I was
offered a similar job on another (similar) technical journal. The
reason I accppted the offer of ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING with much
hope and enthusiasm is the person ef our publisher, Louis Perrettet.
He is not an engineer, he has no technical training at all, but he
is interested in publishing not a glorified advertising catalogue
but a magazine that is interested inimportant issues, that is
concerned with scietifiec principles and educatiem, not merely
with an editorial interspersing ef newsitems er"quick how-te"
write-ups, thal are really nothing but free space te advertisers,
among the advertisements, I have no illusions about the perfection
of our Basic Science and Engineering Series, but I do know the
publisher's sincere desire to make it meaningful, He offered me
the Associate Editorship (I understand, I am the only woman in such
a position in this field) because I told him at our first meeting
that my primary interest was in the communication ef knowledge and
idease And I know that the publisher is completely sympathetic
Yo my endeavors to obtain the best possible articles, by the best
possible authors, I believe in reaching for the stars - and asking
you to contribute an article to ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING was ene
of my first (and still foremost) actions on the staff.

Now, I must admit that the editorial staff (with exceptions) is
having some difficulty in comprehending your work, I know, that
[ can speak freely to you, and I can therefore tell you, what I
would not otherwise discuss outside my office, When I joined the
staff, there was not one of your books (nor any ether books en
computing machines, Cybernetics, Automation, etc.) en the shelves
of the éfitorial staff. It is quite true that this magazine started
some time age when electrical manufacturing meant power-driven
machinery, It is also true, that most successful enterprises tend
to stick to what they have been successful with in the past, I was
appointed associate editor to"introduce? these new idéassto our readers

and to the staff, I have since my first day on the staff been busily
buÿing books, I have distributed The Human Use of Human Peings among



the editers, The editors are a heterogeneous group = being ashamed
of having already taken so much ef your time (if you have been kind
and patient enough to read this far) I won't ge into this subject
in great detail = and their reactions have been better than my ex-
perience has led me to believe, and less thoughtful and interested
than I had heped,

The reaction te your promise to write for us at all, has been
greeted with general enthusiasm, and we are completely united in
wanting very much te publish your article, However, it is the
opinion ef the editor-in-chief = and I must reluctantly admit
that he is probably right and much mere in tune with the reader-
ship than I am - that the treatment and subjectmatter proposed
by your outline is too advanced and sophisticated, Our editor
sometimes underestimates the reader's knowledge of computers, and
feels that they should not be expected te know anything about this
subject but what we have told them in the pages of ELECTRICAL MANU
FACTURING, I happen to think, that our readers might be expected
to have ether sourees of information as well, Be that as it may,
ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING has done very little to prepare the reader
for an article such as you propose, and nothing above the level of
Ira Ritow's article "Control-System Representation" published in
our December 1959 issue, The editor, in particular, is concerned
about terminology, and feels that it would be best to start an article
such as yours with material the reader is reasonably familiar with.
He is inclined to believe that by using terms (and concepts) like
"control" and "research and development" the reader is apt te feel
on secure ground and will continue to read an article which will
lead him gently towards the new and unfamiliar,

My own feelings are ambivalent, I don't like the idea that
a reader has to be guided" towards reading with fascinatien
an article written by the leading scientists in the world about
so vital a subject, And yet, I have seen so much evidence of

lethargy, lack of interest, and fear of intellectyal exertion
that I cannot take a convineingly strong stand, “+ is my belief
that and article from you starting with = what is to you = "old"
material and ending with what you propose in your summary would
serve our readers best, More than that = it would possibly make

nany readers really understand the probleme

Mr, Oliver = and I = sincerely appreciate your wish to give us
new and fresh material, And we want it very much} As a matter of
fact, to be quite truthful (and Ithas taken me almost five pages
to get up the nerve to say that) we want both, I have discussed
this matter with Mr, Oliver and Yr, Perrottet (the publisher) and
it was decided that we would publish whatever you wish to write,
and that I am to discuss this matter with you and reach a decisien
aith youe

Having given this matter a great deal of thought, I have come
bo the conclusion that I would like te suggest two alternative
ways to handle this, The first suggestion would be for you te
write an article on Cybernetics, the first part of which woÿld
contain basic principles, and very simple explanations without
reducing the mathematical level below that expected of the reader
of Cybernetics. This would be my first choice. An alternative



suggestion is made reluctantly, and because I can fully understand
that you, Professor Wiener, are too busy to rewrite what is to you
pld =~ to most of our readers, however, brandnew = material, If you
do not wish to write the entire article, I would be pleased to write
part of it, namely that part that would be essentially based upen
your previously published work, In this case, I would ask you te
write approximately 5,000 words in accerdance with your summary,
and read the part of the article I am to prepare to check it fer
technical accuracye I shall, within the next few days, send you
a brief outline of the subject area I would like to cover with
the request that you comment on this plan, and make any suggestions
for further source material you might wish to makes

I should be pleased to come to Cambridge te discuss with you -
at your convenience = a draft, as soon as I have time to prepare
ones

Since my workload is quite overwhelming - and can hardly be
expected to diminish in the next few months = I could not under«-
take this work during my regular workhours, but I would gladly
undertake it as an evening and weekend project. I am sure we
would not have any difficulty in coming te a fair financial
arrangement within the fee-level agreed to by the publisher
for this entire article.

By the time this letter reaches you, 1960 will have started.
Thus my wishes for a happy new year will be late = but most
sincere,

Yours very sincerely,

À (Qu. fe I [ i\ il

Alice Mary Hilton
Associate Editor





|, STANLEY-JONES, F.R.C,&gt;

Bucksheay,

Townshend,
Ihaple, Cornwall.

PHONE: LEEDSTOWN 223

30th December 1959

Dear Dr Wiener.

m oreatly pleased to hear from you again. .. Freface

from your pen will be the making of my book. I hope your

holidr v “n Florida is bringing you the re-creation that we

all need at times.

The enclosed cutting shows that your name has great

news-value even over here.

Nith cordial grestings for the New Year,

Sincerely,



December 30, 1959

Dear Professor and Mrs. Wiener:

Greetings from the land of snow, sleet and icel At least, that
is what it turned out to be after the first real storm of the season
hit the New Ensland recion. Today, however, the sun is shininz and
some oI the snew is melting away -- things are'"'lookine un",

I do hope that you are enjoying your stay in Florida and that
besides lots of sunshine you found a little time to relax.-- Things
are going along as well as possible here. Quite a bit of mail has,
of course, acrurulatecd, but nothing demauds ivmediate attention.
Ihere are more invitations to speak at dinners, lecture at universities
etc., but by this time TI have become acclimated and rerard those things
without anxiety, If we should not have a chance to take care of the
correspondence on the 8th, I could always write a note myself to those
people wno have to have things planned by the 15th indicating whether
vou, Pref. Wiener, might consider the request or not (that is, if I know
your plans).

Prof. Cerille's note to me re the trio to Mexico has also arrived,
and I shall forward the necessary information to Miss Goodwin. There
is also a check from the Technology Review -- still in îts envelone--
and I think I shall keep it here so it won't get lost in the mail, two
items from the Medical Devartment which I will also keep here urtil yon
return, and, incidentally,fivemorelettersfromthegirlinMortreal
who insists that the value of ©" is not 3.1l.

I thousht you might like to have the erecting cards we received
here and am enclosing them so you misht have a cheer rr tun from the
many friends vou have.

Did your paper in Chicago find a stimulating andience® T here all
nas well with vour lecture in Gainesville, too.

In closing, I wish that the remainder nf vour vacation mav he an
acreeahle and endovahle pone.
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PERGAMON PRESS, INC.

122 East 55U Stneet

New Pld 22, N / DU

December 31, 1959

Professor Norbert Weiner
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

re? KYBERNETICS OF NATURAL SYSTEMS

Dear Professor Weiner,

At your secretary's request we have arranged for the
following titles to be sent to you as your fee for giving
us vour ovinion of this manuscript. We are most appreciative.

Biochemistry of Steroids, Mosettig

Biochemistry of Development, J. Brachet

An OUtline of Developmental Physiology, Raven

An Introduction to the Theory of Numbers,
Vinogradov

With best wishes.

Sincerely yours,
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ELAINE C, P. MILLAR
Scientific Editor

L.CPM: ck


